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President's Message
Throughout most of this year, the ACUTA Board, committee
chairs, and staff, under the guidance of Don Norris of Strategic
Initiatives, have been engaged in devising a new strategic plan which
will carry the Association into the 21st century. The process has
required both left- and right-brain thinking as we have struggled to
predict those forces that will shape our professional destinies and to
devise the kind of action plans that will help us face the future with
confidence.
Through the use of focus groups and the ACUTA Web site,
developing a new strategic plan has involved not just those of us who
have gathered in a room from time to time, but many of you as well.
As a result of this monthsJong process, ACUTA has a new mission
statement and some ambitious new goals (they're printed at the left of
this page). We encourage you to read these carefully and see how
they apply to you as a telecommunications professional and as an
ACUTA member. I am confident you will be challenged to reach
higher than you ever have, and I hope you will see what a tremen-
dously valuable resource ACUTA continues to be to us all.
Strategic planning and its importance to campus telecommunica-
tions professionals are also the focus of this issue of the Journal. If you
have never been involved in formal strategic planning efforts, you may
not know what a growth experience it can be. Your campus (no
matter its size, location, public or private status, FTE, or any other
qualifier you may consider important or unique) is strugg/ing with
shategic planning. There are so many emerging, converging, migrat-
ing, and transforming technologies and issues on our campuses
everywhere. But it isn't a process one person can do alone. Do you
have listening relationships with ACUTA peers or campus coworkers?
Do you have a strategic planning mentor? As you read this issue, we
hope you will find knowledge nuggets within every article as each
author mentors you in the various aspects of strategic planning.
That leads me to my second point for this message. No doubt
you've heard about "Wrong Way Riegals," the rookie center who lost
the football game for his university team when he scooped up a
fumble and ran into the opponent's end zone, even as his teammates
screamed, "Stop! Wrong Way!" He thought he was right, trusted his
own instincts, ignored advice from others more experienced, and
plunged himself and his team into defeat. There, but for fate, go I. I
might be known today as Mismanager Milone were it not for a special
supervisor who mentored me, graciously and patiently, despite my
headstrong, l-know-I' m-right-and-you' re-nofl ways.
Mentor was the experienced and prudent advisor of the Greek god
of telecommunications (l made up this part), Telemachus (from the gr.
tele = af.ar andmachinate = to conspire). Prudent, wise, cautious,
judicious, and most importantly, experienced, Mentor was always
Mission Statement
ACUTA is a member-driven organization
dedicated to the enhancement of teach-
ing, learning, research, and public (com-
munity) service by providing leadership in
the application of telecommunications
technology for higher education.
Goals
. Our member professionals will be lead-
ers in the development and implemen-
tation of telecommunications technology
in support of the mission of higher edu-
cation.
. ACUTA will be the premier association
providing leadership, advocacy, and in-
sight on telecommunications for higher
education.
. ACUTA will provide information, pro-
grams, services, and peer networking
opportunities designed to meet the
changing needs of our members and
customers.
. ACUTAwill facilitate effective corporate
and institutional collaboration to develop
and implement their products and ser-
vices.
correct, on the money, and infallible in the Greek fable' Fortu-
nately, my own mentor was not always pefiecl, or perhaps I would
have given up, disliking both my job and my mentor' We are
human, after all.
When I was able to listen and learn, my mentor helped me grow
professionally and personally' I learned to become a quick-change
urtirt, to embrace change and never mourn "that's how we used to
do it. " I was urged to speed up, emphasize action, and not bog
down in endless preparation. (Obsessive? Who, me?) To accept
ambiguity and uncertainp, be willing to "wing it," and to improvise
continuously were very difficult lessons. Becoming known as a fixer
and not a finger-pointer, holding myself accountable for outcomes'
behaving as if I were in business for myself, and empowering my
staff to assume personal responsibility for their own success as well
as the success of the department were traits strengthened by my
mentor,s encouragement. To recognize the value and importance of
mydepartment,saccomplishmentswithoutthinkingweare..indis-
pensable," and to thrive on sincere appreciation and peer recogni-
tion while not building unrealistic staff expectations for monetary
rewards-th ese wete my mentor's greatest lessons for me'
My point is that listening to others is sometimes the hardest thing
to do. (Why do we have two ears and only one mouth? Because
listening is twice as important as speakingl) For me, the greatest and
most important benefit of ACUTA membership has always been the
peer networking opportunities. Tiading tips, sharing war stories,
celebrating successes, benchmarking, and jointly developing
process improvements with my peers has tremendously enhanced
my ability to achieve management goals and professional growth'
Early in my ACUTA experience, I discovered that developing
selected peer relationships into mentoring relationships (peer
willing) greatly enhanced my entire professional life! These people
knew what I needed to know, they had experienced what I was
attempting, and they were eager to help me and show me' I might
blatantly copy, modify slightly, customize for a unique environment,
or update for a specific application. But I listened, learned, and
lined up the best team possible for every project implemented at
our campus.
If you've never had a mentor and you're struggling with some
task or process that seems to be going nowhere, maybe you need
to look around for this kind of relationship. If you have expertise in
some area and would be willing to serve as a mel'1or for someone
else, maybe you need to make yourself available. Our new ACUTA
goals stress leadership and cooperation. I hope you will consider
being a mentor; you'll be surprised at how much you'll benefit from
helping someone else.
lU^t-/h;e"-
A Nudg" Icword the
Promised Lond:
Strotegic Plonning ond the Roles of
lnformotion Technology qnd
Telecom mu n icotions
The Information Age is an epoch where higher education
could occupy the pivotal role in society. It is a time when
demand for learning is anticipated to skyrocket, but re-
sources available under existing rnodels for educational
delivery are expected to remain fairly static. Fresh vision
is needed to create new delivery systems for learning, new
paradigms for financing, una nn* rnoank O, nighn, nau
cation.
by Richard A. Skinner, PhD
If higher education as we know it today is to play a
significant role in this new age, then I believe that
colleges and universities must begin now to make "
information technology and telecommunications central
elements of teaching, learning, research, service, and
the management of our institutions. For that to happen,
we must plan with the understanding that the rate of
information and knowledge growth is accelerating and
that the "shelf life" of both is briefer than ever before.
Access to and use of information must therefore be
unfettered if we are to ensure that student learning,
{aculty research, and institutional services are truly
cuffent.
Access to information will be needed for significantly
more students over the next several decades. projec_
tions vary, but all predict larger actual (in the case of
states such as Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, and
Texas) or potential enrollments.
Enrollments will be more complex. We need to
recognize that a new majority of students is emerging in
American higher education. In contrast to popular images
of who a college student is, this new majority is made up
of persons over the age oI 25 who are employed, often
on a full-time basis. These students live away from and
commute to campus (if they set foot on campus at all) to
attend class, usually on a part-time basis interspersed by
"stop-outs" of months and even years. Their time is
-Michael G. Dolence and Donald M. Norris
Tianst'o rming H igh er E d u cation :
A Vision for Leaming in the 27st Century
It is almost a cliche to describe the present as the
Information Age, but then we have shorthand labels for
much of recent history. The 18th century was the Age
of Reason, the 19th the Age of Industry, and the 20th
century is often described as the Age of Technology.
The 21st century could be the Age of Learning when-
o more people everywhere could be engaged in
learning than at any other time
. people learn continuously throughout their lives
. people learn in and from virtually every context of
daily life
. learning becomes essential to life and more people
view learning as such.
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scarce and infleible as they seek to balance
college, jobs, and family simultaneously.
These nontraditional students view
colleges as they do many other organiza-
tions from which they acquire services: in
terms of convenience, customer seryice,
the array of services available, personal
relevance, and value.l Because most
reside in the nation's metropolitan areas,
these students enjoy choices among
colleges and universities and are prepared
to "shop" for the one or more that meets
their needs.
This new majority of students under-
stands (or they are resigned to) the impor-
tance and the necessity of lifelong learning.
Learning for them (or anyone else, for that
matter) is not an interlude between youth
and adulthood but, rather, a requirement
for employment and quality of life.
Planning for the Age of Learning must
also incorporate the realization that
information technology cannot be the
support element that it is today for most
teaching and learning. The costs of
technology are simply too great and the
iechnology too powerful for IT and
telecommunications to remain as periph-
eral matters.
Just as important as these consider-
ations are to planning, they are made all
the more urgent in light of the emergence
of truly viable alternatives to conventional
colleges and universities and their standard
operating principles. The contrast between
the ways most of higher education oper-
ates at present and how we may need to
work in the future is striking.
SOPs: An Altemative and the Implications
Consider some of the major features of
the higher education landscape. We are
faculty-centered; what gets taught, when,
and how are driven by the needs and con-
cerns of individual professors and their
disciplinary interests. Even as we are inun-
I Cost is, of course, important. But "adult
learners" are sav\4/ consumers and do careful
cost-benefit analyses. Their personal time is of
increasing value, and they appear to be willing
to pay somewhat higher costs in dollars in re-
turn for greater convenience.
dated daily with huge amounts of data,
many classes are conducted as if informa-
tion is scarce and is most efficienfly con-
veyed via lecfure.
As practical matters, our institutions
appear to operate on the basis of
interesting assumptions about students.
We persist with the notion that most
students attend college on a full-time
basis and more or less continuously and
are waiting to enter the workforce. Their
time is abundant and flexible, evidenced
by the fact that we routinely schedule
required courses with less than a few
weeks' notice in limited numbers of
sections and usually during daylight
hours, Monday through Friday.
Further, we assume that students
must congregate at set times if effective
learning is to take place.
Lastly, the principal sources of
funding for our operations are state
governments (in the case of public
institutions) and students.
If the changes forecast above come to
pass and we maintain standard operating
procedures (SOPs), some of the implica-
tions can be discerned, to wit:
. More faculty and staff will need to be
hired and more facilities constructed;
hence, higher education costs will continue
to rise.
o More technology will be needed even
if it remains a support for teaching,
learning, and institutional administration.
o Institutional dependence on state
governments and/or students and their
families will increase.
. If the costs of attending college
continue to increase more rapidly than
most other sectors of society, viable
alternatives to conventional higher
education will emerge. Indeed, they are
already beginning to succeed in attracting
more and more students.
Options are available to the prevailing
mode of operations in most colleges and
universities. The principles underlying
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these are numerous, but it is possible to isolate those
of special potential. Foremost is the refocusing of
institutions to emphasize more what is learned than
what is taught and sharing accountability for what
students learn, especially in terms oI career (not job)
preparation.
Information technology can become a central
element of virtually everything that goes on in higher
education. Professors are beginning to exploit the
power of technology in novel ways. Students are
increasingly experienced in the use of computers. Our
administrative systems and ways of serving students
can all benefit from the effectle application of tech-
nologies such as intranets and extranets. Colleges and
universities already invest substantial sums in IT and
will invest more, so we need to ensure that the return
on those investments is commensurate.
We need to think about students in terms that
reflect more accurately who they are. Most are enrolled
on a part-time basis, commute, and are already in the
workplace. They are capable of learning through
interaction with faculty and other students, and this
interaction can take place asynchronously from
multiple sites.
While the economy is much improved over the
early years of this decade, funding for higher education
cannot be expected to grow as a function of rising
demands and larger enrollments. Means must be found
to provide for greater sharing of costs among govern-
ment, students, and business and industry.
These alternative ways of operating our institutions
present some interesting implications:
o Most colleges and universities will have to change
much of what we do-teaching, learning, research,
service, as well as financing and managing our organi-
zations-in fundamental ways that make us more
accessible to the coming waves of lifelong learners.
o We will have to set forth compelling and practical
reasons and create ways (other than traditional philan-
thropy) for business and indushy to invest in higher
education, especially with respect to the growing needs
for information technology and telecommunications.
. Banking, financial services, and most recently, health
care have all had to develop efficiencies and new
sources of revenue. Higher education will have to do
the same, but public higher education will have to do so
ond minimize inequities among students, especially in
terms of access to essential learning tools.
o Tiaditionally, our institutions' relationships with
students after graduation extended only to their role as
alumni. Henceforth, we need to forge enduring relation-
ships with students that are firmly rooted in the impera-
tive for lifelong learning.
The Several Roles of Information Technology and
Telecommunications
Whether colleges and universities change in any of
the ways I have suggested here or, instead, cleave fast
to SOPs, technology and telecommunications will
occupy far more prominent roles in higher education.
Already, my own and other institutions have under-
taken sweeping initiatives that seek to make information
ubiquitous and access to information virtually unfettered
for students.2 Even very traditional colleges are finding it
necessary to give greater weight to the role technology
and telecommunications will play in their work on their
campuses.
But IT and telecommunications are putting far
greater potential at our disposal. If we are to avail
ourselves of this power and pass it on to our students,
faculty, and staff, we need to begin our planning with a
few simple but important considerations:
. Today's technology will be surpassed in due-and,
inevitably, incredibly short-time. Treating investments
in IT and telecommunications in the same ways that we
do capital projects will have the same results as does
delerced maintenance on facilities. Technology is more
akin to essential utilities such as electuicity and must be
planned and financed accordingly.
o Good planning acknowledges the role of technology
and telecommunications and extrapolates from present
capabilities and applications. The results will probably
be incrementally improved over not planning at all.
Better strategic plans incorporate "reasoned conjec-
tures" (a.k.a. best guesses) about what technology and
telecommunications will be in future years, and they will
2 In partnership with Ftoyd College, we launched what we have termed the Information Technology Project (lTP) and provided every
student (8,500 between the two institutions) with personal use of a very powerful multimedia notebook computer, unlimited Internet
access on and off campus, and the training, assistance, and infrashucture needed for anywhere/anytime computing. In doing so, we
joined other "laptop" campuses, such as the University of Minnesota, Crookston; Mayville Cip State Universig; and Wake Forest Uni
versip. In addition, we are working with AT&T, Wachovia, and Nebraska Book Company to develop a "universal campus card" that
enables students to carry out a wide range of information and financial transactions on and off campus. Further still, we have set a goal
to make ITP and these two components self-sustaining by 2001.
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also likely be wrong by a wide margin. The best
planning begins with a vision of what a college or
university should do in terms of its essential mission
and seeks to make technology and telecommunications
handmaidens to that vision. This, too, will likely miss
the mark; but the margin of error is known by the
benchmark established by the vision, not technological
capabilities.
. Strategic partners from beyond campus will be
needed if even the best plan is to be realized to any
degree. UniversiQ administrators are often cautious
about engaging for-profit technology and telecommuni-
cations providers early on in the planning process for
fear that the prospect of sales will skew their advice and
counsel. The world of IT and telecommunications is a
liercely competitive one, but one that is marked by
open architecture and industry standards. Eventually,
every college and university will have to go out into the
marketplace to acquire hardware, software, and even
"skinware, " and most state and private institutions
protect themselves through competitive bidding. Better
to be joined in imagining and then planning a techno-
logical "brave new world" by partners who will then
share your glory and pain than to conjure up worlds
that cannot be realized anytime soon.
It may well be the case that we stand on the brink of
something extraordinary in higher education, brought
about, in large part, by advances in technology and
telecommunications. If so, we need to give ourselves a
bit of a nudge with some reflection on first principles
about what we do and why, and then factor a promi-
nent role for technology and telecommunications into
our plans.
Richord A. Skinner, PhD, is president of Clayton College
and Stote Uniuersity in Morrow, Georgia. He currently
chairs the Task Force on Responsiueness of Higher
Education and lndustry to Each Other's Needs t'or the
Nafiono/ lnt'ormation Technology Workt'orce Project of the
lnformation Technology Associofion of America (ITAA). He
can be contacted through CCSU's Web site ot
www.clayton.edu.
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Slralaqtc Technolo qy Tlannin q
"We Ne ed a ?lanl,"
by
Scott V Street and
Geoffrey C. Tritsch
Once Upon a Time ..,
A consultant, seeking a reference to use with prospective
clients, contacted a group with whom he had worked exten-
sively. Together with the technology director and others on
campus. he had developed a comprehensive strategic technol-
ogy plan. a solid plan which everyone felt had significant
client for permission, he was startled by the response: "We
haven't made use of the study, so I think it best if we are not a
reference site. "
breadth and depth. It was a plan which he felt could serve well
as a modelto show potentialcustomers. But when he asked the The Sound and the Fury
What had happened in the case
described above? Had the client and
consultant produced a document
with terrific "thump appeal" (nice
and heavy, over 100 pages long,
and beautifully bound) but with no
practical application? All too often, strategic technology plans gather dust on
some obscure shelf, without long-term or real-world value. Is strategic technol-
ogy planning little more than an expensive and time-consuming exercise, "full
of sound and fury, signifying nothing?" Or can such planning become a useful
process, resulting in the creation of a technology guide for creatively and cost-
effectively leading educational institutions into the Information Age?
The Planning Dilemma
The demand for strategic technology planning is clearly growing. For
example, one mid-Atlantic state recently made $50M in technology grant
money available to the state colleges and universities. Two catches: It's a
matching grant, and applications for the grants must include a strategic technol-
ogy plan. In another example, in Massachusetts, city and town school systems
are required to have a technology plan in place in order to receive state
educational funding. Most of them do (although few, if any, are actually
adhering to their plans).
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This increasing demand is the
product of many powerful forces
that are familiar to technology
professionals:
r Technology is extremely
complex and rapidly evolving.
. Technologies that were once
distinct are now merging.
o Technology is perceived as a
virtual educational panacea.
o Technology is a powerful tool
for marketing the institution to
students and parents.
o Technology is expensive and
offers innumerable opportunities to
save /ots of money (if we plan well)
or waste even more (if we don't).
r There are many horror stories
of poorly planned, stranded, or
wasted implementations.
With these powerful drivers at
work, top administrators send the
loud and clear message to technol-
ogy directors: "We need a PLAN!"
Technology directors do their best
to comply.
Yet in spite of this demand, the
potential benefit to the institution,
and everyone's best efforts,
strategic technology plans fre-
quently fail to provide much of
tangible value, particularly if they
aren't implemented. How, then, do
the institution and technology
directors gain the most value from
the time, effort, and money that is
expended during the planning
process?
The good news is that technol-
ogy planning can be beneficial to
technologists and to the institution
as a whole. This benefit is only
realized, however, if the institution
is clear about what a strategic
technology plan should be and
cannot be, if the planning process
is done effectively, if the plan is
incorporated into the institutional
decision-making process! and if the
plan becomes a living document.
Technology directors who
understand the planning process
and their role in it can help design
and facilitate the development of a
strategic technology plan, i.e.. a
comprehensive, highJevel plan that
is based on institutional goals and
on trends in technology and
education. On a less positive note,
directors who are asked to develop
a strategic plan but who do not
understand how to do so or what is
at stake will probably be frustrated
and could even {ind themselves job
hunting at the end of the process.
The Strategic Technology Plan 
-
Concept or Blueprint?
StrateEc technology plans often
fail because they are in facttactical
technology plans. Too often they
are full of project details, such as
specific technologies to be used,
capital and operational costs, and
timeframes. Filled with this detail,
they make a powerful case for
following a particular technology
path. The client described in the
opening paragraph wanted a
blueprint-a structured, ilemized,
and priced shopping list of technol-
ogy projects to be implemented
over the next five years. Though
the client called it a strategic plan,
essentially it got what it sought: a
five-year tactical plan.
Unfortunately for the client and
for many planners, factors even
more powerful than the plan
(availability of funding, unantici-
pated needs, politics, etc. ) often
determine the direction of technol-
ogy on campus, making the
detailed plan itself little more than a
frustrating reminder of what might
have been (if only "they" had
listened!). What works well for a
tactical plan-technology-driven,
results-oriented, and focused- is
"three strikes, you re out!" for a
strategic plan.
Any plan that is truly strategic
focuses on issues, on goals, on
institution- wide challenges and
opportunities. It should be a
conceptual document, a big-picture
design based on institutional needs
and priorities. The planning
process needs a good designer who
starts with questions for the
institution such as: What are you
trying to accomplish? What
problems are you trying to solve?
How do your overall goals and
priorities fit together? What are the
major forces influencing your
design decisions? Answering these
questions is the crucial first step of
INSTITUTIONAL MISSION, GOALS, & OBJECTIVES
Documentation
and validation of
technology and its
role rn the institution
Technoloiv desion\
and tne iLvetopi- \
ment of standards /
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the strategic planning process,
Ieading eventually to the formal
articulation of the institution's
mission and goals. Ideally, the
technology director will have input
into this process, though usually
much of the work and most of the
decisions take place at the highest
Ievels of the institution.
Having established the
institution's overall strategic plan,
the next step is to develop a
comprehensive technology plan. A
big-picture, integrated approach to
all campus technologies becomes
an invaluable guide for implement-
ing technology in an intentional,
intelligent, and cost-effective
manner. This is where technology
directors can play the vital role of
designer described above; they
should ask the same fundamental
questions of the institution, only
this time from a technological
perspective. Further, directors are
uniquely qualified to {ashion their
institution's answers to these
questions, together with their
overall understanding of campus
technology and the technology
industry, into a meaningful, do-able
long-range plan. The methodology
for developing this kind of plan is
described in the next section.
The challenge for many technol-
ogy directors is to keep their eyes
on the concepts instead of focusing
exclusively on tactical issues.
Technologists are usually detail-
oriented. Concentrating on keeping
the day-to-day operations running
smoothly can make strategic
thinking dif{icult. Yet the fact
remains that the technology
director must see the forest while
living amongst the trees in order to
create a meaningful technology plan.
Getting There Is Half the Fun...
Perhaps the most valuable
benefit to come out of the technol-
ogy planning process is the process
itself. The plan may never be fully
implemented-sometimes it never
even gets read.
But the planning process can be
of great value to technology
directors and to institutions, even if
the final implementation is limited.
This planning process provides an
opportunity to assess where
technology at the institution stands
now and to identify needs and new
requirements. Perhaps most
importantly, it gives everyone a
chance to participate in the imple-
mentation and operation of
campus technologies. Invariably,
people are much more willing to
embrace technological change if
they (eel their needs have been
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The process, at its best, also
fosters communication among
various departments, creating
opporhrnities for sharing knowledge
and resources in new, synergistic
ways. For example, technology
users frequently express a common @@[frustration with technology support
on campus: They don't know
whom to call for what, their calls
are not returned. "the left hand
doesn't know what the right hand
is doing," etc. Usually, the technol-
ogy support people share the same
frustrationl As a result of this
discovery, many institutions begin
moving to an integrated help desk
for all technology problems, a one-
stop shopping center for all techno-
logical problems and concerns. The
process of getting the right people
talking about these kinds of issues
at the right time can lead to im-
proved efficiency, not to mention
happier support staff and users.
Finally, the planning process is a
means to develop, adopt, and
implement technology standards
and priorities. Without these stan-
dards and priorities, anything goes,
and there is little hope of limiting
the technology that can and will be
purchased and supported at the
institution. The technology director
has little recourse other than {ixing
the TRS-80 on the professor's desk
or servicing the LA2 key system in
the admissions office. Will the new
distance learning system be com-
patible with the data network? Will
the telemanagement system talk to
the general ledger? Which project
gets done first?
Trying to be all things techno-
Iogicalto allpeople is typically futile
and inevitably expensive. Through
the strategic planning process,
people come to understand and
accept the limits on time, money,
and expertise. They see the value
in saying "no" or "not now" to
some projects for the greater good.
Institution-wide consensus on
standards and priorities is a
powerful tool for the technology
director, and this tool is most
effectively forged in the strategic
planning process.
A sound planning methodology
(Figure 2) includes:
. A kick-off session to present the
process to interested parties
. Identification of and information-
gathering from key campus
constituents via interviews,
questionnaires, and focus groups
r Review of existing technical
documentation
o Evaluation of campus technologies
o A reiterative, collaborative,
design-and-draft process that
distills the gathered information
into a coherent document while
building consensus and team-
work and setting priorities
. The production of the formal
technology plan
This planning methodology can
be employed by technology
directors for planning at both the
strategic level, as described previ-
ously, and at the tactical level.
Getting Down to Brass Tactics
Once the overall basic design
questions are addressed at the
conceptual level, high-level tactical
pions, the specific bluepnnts of
how the design is to be executed,
can be prepared for implementa-
tion. The development of a
reliable, stable, flexible, and
manageable technology infrastruc-
ture is the single best long-term
technology investment an institu-
tion can make. Indeed, such an
infrastructure makes all technolo-
gies possible: the lack of such an
infrastructure can stop any technol-
ogy implementation in its tracks. It
is the responsibility of the technol-
ogy director to facilitate the
planning and implementation of
this critical technology component.
A solid infrastructure, Iike any
foundation, starts from a good
design concept and is built from
the ground up. Infrastructure
planning includes:
. A comprehensive and docu-
mented design
o Detailed, institution-wide cabling
standards and specifications
o A conduit and cable system of
sufficient capacity to allow for at
least 100 percent growth over
current requirements
. As-built drawings and an
inventory tracking system for all
infrastructure components
. "Structural" concepts such as
security, access, management
tools, and standards; a irame-
work on which all other aspects
of the technology can be attached
. Flexibility to easily adapt to
changes in media, topology, or
approach
This is as far as this high-level
tactical planning should go.
Designating protocols, hubs and
routers, servers, desktop devices,
etc., is best done on an as-needed
basis by the institution's technology
staff, based on the infrastructure
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design and established technology
standards.
A Capital Idea
The greatest value of a compre-
hensive technology plan-tactical
or strategic-is realized when the
plan is used to influence the
allocation of institutional resources.
In other words, projects, goals, and
priorities of the plan must be part
of the equation when the institution
decides where to spend the money.
It is vital that the budgeting
process include participants in the
strategic technology planning
process (technology directors and
others) who are intimately familiar
with the plan and its goals. One
reason why clients (such as the one
described earlier) do not follow their
own strategic plan is that the people
who made the dollar decisions at the
institution hardly know the plan
exists, let alone that the plan should
infl uence capital expenditure
allocations. Planners must insist that
the plan be considered as part o{
the capiial budgeting process.
The director should also develop
pilot projects to test the feasibility of
particular technologies and then use
the results of these projects as a
springboard to full-scale implemen-
tation. Decision makers who don't
really understand a given technol-
ogy are much more likely to fund a
small-scale project than to commit
to an untried solution. Once the
value of the technology has been
proven, more money usually follows.
Dead Sharks
ln Annie Hol/, Woody Allen says
to Diane Keaton, "A relationship is
like a shark-it must keep moving
ahead to stay alive. And what we
have on our hands is a dead shark."
Like a shark, if a strategic plan
does not keep moving and chang-
ing, it is of little long-term value; in
effect, it dies. The strategic technol-
ogy plan must become a "living
document, " ever responsive to
changes in the institution's mission
and goals, to new develoPments in
technology, and to major trends in
the educational marketplace.
The distance learning phenom-
enon that is sweeping across higher
eclucation is a prime example of
the need for technology plans to be
flexible, Iiving documents. Not that
long ago, distance learning meant
correspondence courses and closed
circuit broadcasts (on-campus only).
The confluence of a changing
e<lucational marketplace (e.g., the
Iif,a-long learner) and technological
innovations (ISDN and video
conferencing; cheaper, faster, better
electronics; the Web; etc.) has led
many institutions to revise their
academic mission. Technology
plans that were fixed on the
pr:evious mission, on "old" tech-
nologies, and on the marketplace
of yesteryear required wholesale
re'writing in order to be responsive
tc, this educational evolution.
To be effective and valuable in
th,e long term, the strategic technol-
o13y plan must address how on-
going changes will be assessed and
a<1opted. Written into the plan
should be formal mechanisms {or
rergular reevaluation of the plan
and its current relevance uis-o-uis
thre institution and the technology
industry. These mechanisms can
include technology advisory com-
n:Littees, peer revlew by other similar
institutions, annual plan review
rrreetings attended by the original
planners, sulveys and question-
naires (on- and off-campus), etc.
The technology director should
continue to play the key role o{
drzsigner, making sure the right
questions are asked and modifying
thre strategic technology plan based
on the answers to those questions.
Conclusion
So when the cry goes out, "We
need a PLAN!" technology direc-
tors should willingly accept the
challenge, knowing that the
planning process can be valuable
for them and for the institution.
The keys to the successful
development ond implementation
of a strategic technology plan are:
r Know what the plan is and is not.
o Maximize the value of the
planning process itself.
o Make the technology director a
strategic and tactical designer.
. Allow the director to facilitate
the planning process.
. Incorporate the plan into the
institution's decision-making
process.
. Make the plan a living document.
Proper strategic technology
planning is crucial if the institution
is to implement its technology
responsively and responsibly. It is
also a high-pro{ile opportunity for
technology directors, working as
designers and facilitators, to shape
the future of technology at their
institution.
Scott Street. a Senior Consultant with
Composs Consulting lnternational,
lnc.. has ouer 15 gears' expeience as a
technolo gy director at educational
institutions. He has participated in
numerous strategic technologg planning
processes as a director and as a con-
sultant.
Geoffrey Tntsch, President of Compass
Consulting, has been a technology
consultant specializing in higher
education since 7980. He is a long-
time ACUTA member and a t'requent
presenter at ACUTA workshops and
conferences.
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Thn Finding aVoice
DunriJnnt for Campus
Technology TechnologyLeader
and bhe
Much of the information shared
about the working relationship be-
tween campus technology leaders
and the chief executives of colleges
and universities focuses on large re-
search-oriented universities, where
information technology (lT) has
gained a strong presence and the
value of IT as a strategic asset to the
campus is well understood.
However, many of us are just
now planning, building, and estab-
lishing our campus information tech-
nology presence. The colleges and
universities we represent may not-
and often with good judgment, de-
cline to be-leading-edge technology
institutions. The importance of tradi-
tional teaching, mentoring, and
learning activities is often so in-
grained in the institutions we serve
that the potential of IT resources as a
critical element of campuswide stra-
tegic planning is just now being rec-
ognized. Indeed, often IT abilities to
reshape many of the functions of the
institution are questioned and feared.
Consider how we [in IT] may
truly terrify others on our campus:
Our vocabulary is strange. They
don't understand our skill sets.
Consequently, they don't value
by Elizabeth Ann Riuet, PhD
them. Our methods of working
frighten them (and vice versa, I
might add). (Barone, 1996)
At least to some extent, we who
work in traditional institutions are
often regarded as newcomers to our
campus community. Entrenched
campus members, including senior
administrators, revered faculty, and
long-time staff members, may be
skeptical of our visions and dreams,
particularly since many of them ap-
pear to lead the college into expen-
sive and uncertain directions. Our
credibility is often very thin, and thus,
even if we report directly to the office
of the president, we may find our-
selves excluded from strategic plan-
ning and budget planning activities. If
our goal is to promote and leverage a
bright and shining future of new
technologies for the good of the cam-
pus, then we must change campus
attitudes and earn a seat at the strate-
gic planning table.
To make that change, we have no
alternative other than to seek and
establish solid working relationships
with our campuses' chief executives.
With the growth of that appreciation,
our stafus moves from a function
figuratively bolted to the outside of
campus strategic planning to being
integrated into the community that
will define our institutions' future.
Knowing our college president and
getting him or her to know and trust
us as IT professionals is the key to
this change.
The College President and the
Technology Leader
Consider the ominous analogy of
a college president that was sug-
gested by Cohen and March (1974):
... [T]he president is a bit like the
driver of a skidding automobile.
The marginal judgments he
makes, his skill, and his luck may
possibly make some difference to
the survival prospects of his riders.
As a result, his responsibilities are
heavy. But whether he is con-
victed of manslaughter or receives
a medal for heroism is largely out
of his control.
Who is the campus technology
Ieader in this picture? Are we a pas-
senger in the president's car? Or are
we the mechanic who gets accused
of shoddy service, causing the car to
veer out of control? Worse yet, are
we the tow truck driver who gets
called after the damage is done?
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The nature of our relationship
with our college president determines
the value given to information tech-
nology for the campus community.
Membership in the executive cabinet,
the circle of close advisors who de-
termine our institution's future, is
available only to those who represent
institutionalized value. On many
campuses. information technology
has not reached that point. To be
counted among those who shape the
future of our institutions, we must, as
campus technology leaders, establish
our credibility. We must be viewed as
a consistent, reliable, and essential
part of the fabric of our community.
We can begin by better under-
standing the background, challenges,
and responsibilities of the campus
chief executive. The average tenure
for a college president is seven years.
More than three-quarters of college
presidents hold doctoral degrees,
mostly in education. Most college
presidents have served in vice presi-
dential-level positions at similar insti-
tutions, so chances are they we're
educated before technology ap-
peared on most college campuses. In
addition, a presidential search looks
for a close fit with the existing institu-
tional culture, an appreciation for
what is already in place rather than a
change agent (Green, 1988). In con
trast, a chief information officer for an
institution averages only two years'
tenure, and a campus search for a
chief information officer more than
likely scrutinizes candidates for techni-
cal experience and a systems analysis
background (Earl and Feeny,1994\.
Further, research studying the
presidents of 213 private and public
small colleges and universities (be-
tween 500 and 3,000 undergradu-
ates) revealed that college presidents
overwhelmingly believed that infor-
mation technology was strategically
important to their campuses. How-
ever, most small college presidents
rarely include their campus technol-
ogy leader in strategic planning ac-
tivities (Rivet, 7997). In practice,
ther:1, information technology may
still 1re regarded on some campuses
as only a service provider. What we
as terchnology professionals view as
the :strategic potential oi IT ior our
campuses is yet to be realized on
marry of our campuses.
Factors such as the president's
owrL familiarity with information tech-
nologies and whether the technology
leader directly reports to the college
pres;ident appeared to have little im-
pact on the decision to include the
techLnology leader in campus strategic
plarrning activities. In addition. tech-
nology leaders who actively partici-
paterd in campus planning-a pre-
surrLed indication of a measure of IT
as a campus value-were found at
many different levels of the adminis-
tration (Rivet, 1997\. What model
then exists for the campus technol-
ogy leader to determine the value of
IT as a strategic asset and whether
his r:r her professional contribution is
gror,r.ring on campus?
Levels of IT Development
lSilva Doctor and Swanborg
(79')7) suggested three stages of IT
development toward an organization
attaining the full potential of the
value o{ its IT organization:
Level 1: Delivering the Basics
Level 2: Quality of Service
Level 3: Creating Value
Each of these levels can be ex-
traprolated to represent the evolution
of campus information technology.
Sirrrilarly. each level represents a
critical component that defines the
extent to which its value is institution-
alized. As the levels increase, the par-
ticipation of the campus technology
Ieader in collegewide strategic plan-
ninr; is expanded.
l-he transition period between lev-
els ,:an be chaotic times, both for the
campus technology leader and his or
her staff and for others in the admin-
istration. It is a time of redefinition of
the value of IT for the community.
With each step. all aspects of the
lower levels as well as all new chal-
lenges become part of the technol-
ogy leader's domain. SuccessfullY
achieved, these transitions become
important milestones in establishing
the value of technology. Conse-
quently, the progression through
these transitions to reach the upper-
most levels of IT development may
provide the campus technology
leader a place at the strategic plan-
ning table.
. Level 1: Delivering the Basics
The first level, delivering the ba-
sics, is the process of building the
campus technology infrastructure. As
this first level begins, campuswide IT
priorities may exist, but full apprecia-
tion of the extent to which IT can
alter the culture of the institution is
far from understood. The construc-
tion of a campus technology infra-
structure has little to do with higher
education, so at best, campus inter-
est in IT focuses only on the desktop
computer. The college president is
apt to view the technology leader as
strictly a service provider. Thus the
president's expectation may be to
continue to invest conservatively and
optimize existing skills and resources.
As technologists, we need to appreci-
ate that frequently the substantial
investments made at this level repre-
sent "a leap of faith" by our institu-
tions.
At this level, there often is little
meaninglul interaction and significant
organizational distance betr,rreen IT
and the real campus decisionmakers.
After all, our explanations about why
we need more funding are riddled
with technical jargon and don't make
obvious and immediate connections
to other campus functions. When it is
not apparent that we are focusing on
leveraging technology for the benefit
of the institution s strategic visions.
the college president has no idea-
and no real interest in learning-how
complicated building an infrastruc-
ture can be.
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o Level2: Quatity of Service
The second level, quality of ser-
vice, is marked by an institutionalized
demand for IT At this level. the view
of technology has moved from provi-
sion of hardware to provision of user
services. Administrativ ely, even
though the technology leader may be
excluded from the executive decision
making, IT planning begins to touch
all aspects of college life.
IT staff typically work in high gear
and are passionate abcut their work.
They know that the value of technol-
ogy is assessed by their response to
questions and problems regarding
support and access. New procedures
and standards to arbitrate growing
campus demands for access, capa-
bilities, resources, and information
take shape. Eventually these proce-
dures become established and un-
derstood across the campus.
What we do to provide quality of
service gives credibility to what we
have accomplished at the lower level,
the infrastructure. Communication of
our achievements at this quality of
service level brings acknowledge-
ment of ihe value o[ the campus in-
vestment in the infrastructure. At this
level, it often becomes a real eifort to
keep the community in tune with IT
developments, to argue for new stan-
dards that challenge old behaviors,
and to convince the rest of the col-
lege that IT staff deserve recognition,
additional training, and respect.
o Level 3: Creating Value
By the time the third level, creat-
ing value, is reached, the passion for
technology innovation and learning is
widespread. Campus views of tech-
nology move from seeing IT as a tool
to accomplish a function to leverag-
ing IT to enhance and redefine how
everything is done. The vision of in-
formation technology is no longer
owned only by the technology
leader; rather, nearly everyone in the
communit5l actively seeks opportu-
nity to creatively incorporate its po-
tential into their own activities and to
gain recognition by doing so. Attain-
ment of a campuswide attitude that
values IT indicates that the previous
level, the quality of service, is recog-
nized by everyone and the challenge
now is for IT to be seen as integral to
campus life.
The campus communi$ now ex-
pects and receives stable and consis-
tent support for all technology ser-
vices. The technology leader has. at
last, earned a seat at the strategic
planning table, but more often than
not, there's no time to sit down.
Brainstorming happens all across the
campus! and the technology leader is
evergwhere. The division between
what is technology and what is ev-
erything else on campus blurs.
Recognizing Change
As a technology leader, knowing
where you are within these levels can
facilitate communication of your
value to your president and the cam-
pus. However, your college president
may assess your location differently
than you do. You may need to at-
tend to issues on several different
levels simultaneously. Failure at the
infrastructure level can bring disaster
to the higher levels of the quality of
service and the perception of strate-
gic value for IT Since expectations
for interaction and performance vary
at each level, it is critical that you
know not only where you are but
also where others think you are.
For the technology leader, infra-
structure might begin with the initia-
tion of technology construction on
campus, whereas the college presi-
dent might not acknowledge this
Ievel until the infrastructure equates
to delivery of services. The measure
of quality of service might equate to
performance (that is, the perception
of performance) to the college presi-
dent, whereas the technology leader
would probably acknowledge this
level as the institutionalization of
technology into campus functions.
Attainment of the creating-value level
can either begin with the first signs of
technology innovation among the
community or can be delayed until
credibility of the importance of IT has
spread campuswide.
It is important to remember that
at all three levels of technology de-
velopment, the campus technology
leader is capable of bringing value to
the campus by promoting and culti-
vating the growth of information
technologies. Build on your compe-
tencies and successes and take so-
Iace in recognition that the chaos in-
herent in our jobs might actually be a
sign of progress. Seek every opportu-
nity to grow relationships so that you
widen your campus perspective to
include others (including the presi-
dent!). In doing so, your college will
learn and value what you do, rather
than be terrified by it all. After all,
once we become a passenger in the
president's car, we're in for an excit-
ing ride.
Elizabeth Ann Riuet, PhD, is execu-
tiue director ot' int'ormation technol-
ogy at Saint Anselm College in
Manchester, New Hampshire. She
can be reached uia e-mail at
eiuet(@anselm.edu.
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Randy Soiler, director of telecom-
munication seruices at the Uniuer-
sity of Massachusetts ot Amherst
and a member ot' ACUTA's Publica-
tions Committee recently inter-
uiewed Donald Norris, PhD,
president of Strategic Initiatiues,
Inc., discussing strategic planning
and the implications t'or campus
telecommunications. The t'ollowing
is a transcipt ot' that conuersotion.
Norris: Let's start our discussion by
making a distinction between
strategic planning and strategic
thinking. Strategic planning is about
extrapolating from the present
forward, and strategic thinking is
about planning from the future
backward.
Part of our challenge today is we
must spend more time doing
strategic thinking than we ever have
because there's a very good chance
that the future will not be just an
extrapolation o{ the past. There will
be some discontinuities, some jump
shifts, jumping the curve. And of
course we can't abandon strategic
planning because after we jump the
curve and think about the future,
we've got to rip it back to where we
are and somehow move from there
into the future. We have to spend
more time thinking about how the
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future can be different from our
past. This is especially critical with
telecommunications because the
telecommunicaflons world is
changing-not just rapidly, but in
jump-shift kinds of ways.
It's critical for ACUTA types to
be able to help their colleagues
envision how the new telecom tools
could create very dllferent environ-
ments-a pervasive atmosphere of
telecommunications that will link us
not just using phones and comput-
ers but other devices and interfaces
yet to be invented that are voice-
recognition-based, physical,
comfortable, congenial, convivial.
That kind of strategic thinking is
something every campus has to be
engaged in, in addition to its normal
strategic planning activity. Strategic
planning is "How do we build that
thing?" Strategic thinking is "What
should we be looking to do, how
can we position ourselves to build
the right migration path-or paths-
to it?"
Sailer: One example of strategic
thinking and the curve jumping you
describe could be the impact of the
Internet and the World Wide Web.
Who would have guessed that
something a physicist in Switzerland
invented five or six years ago would
have such an enormous impact on
the way we do business today?
Norris: Exactly. No single human
mind can predict the kinds of tools
and devices or protocols or what-
ever that could be devised to help us
create and navigate this "telecosm. "
But it's happening. You've got to
depend on the serendipitous
creativityr of people to make these
things work and to create function-
alities that we couldn't have extrapo-
lated from where we are. ACUTA
members not only can help build the
migration paths, but they can help
people understand the kind of future
we've got to be thinking about-
where we want to migrate to.
Sailer: How do we create that
future? You talk about starting in
the future and working back. Using
the Web as an example, given the
random creativity of people, there
are a lot of different paths. How do
we start in the future?
Norris: You don't worry initially
about what the paths are going to
be. You worry about what the end
states are going to be and how it's
going to change the way we
operate. You ask people to think
about how we would conduct
learning activities if the world were
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connected by a pervasive atmo-
sphere of user-friendly interfaces,
audio and visual, that enabled us
to interact in these ways. How
would you use it? The particular
devices that make that happen are
important, but they're one part of
the intervening path.
We talk about scenarios: How
would we operate? If you wanted a
traditional learning experience,
how would you operate? If you
wanted a nontraditional experi-
ence, how would you operate?
And you work with people to spin
those stories; you don't try to do it
on your own. If you're an IT
person, you don't go off and sit in
a room and write this up. You get a
group of people together and you
play with the idea.
Sailer: So this is not a "high priest
of planning" activity; it includes
input from a lot of different sources.
Norris: Absolutely. It's a creative
process. It empowers people to
think in a playful way about the
future.
Sailer: You mentioned scenarios as
a tool. Is that what you use in the
strategic planning process?
Norris: Allthe time. You tellpeople
their job as a planner is to help
their institution be successful in any
likely future 56sn61is-net just the
one you'd like to see happen, or
the one that's an easy extrapola-
tion of where you are now. We
don't start with "we have limited
resources and limited vision. The
only scenario we can aspire to is
this ... " That scenario may be one
of your choices, but it's not the only
one.
Sailer: So as we're doing this, we
should think about any number of
eventualities.
Norris: Yes. Some of them good,
some of them bad. How do you
mitigate the effect of a bad sce-
nario? That's a key thing to be able
to do.
Sailer: In your experience, is
higher educaflon doing a good job
of this right now?
Norris: I don't think any enterprise
or organization is doing as good a
job as it needs to, including some
corporate organizations whose life
depends on it right now. Higher
education needs a new set of tools
and perspectives to be able to think
about the future in a way that's not
immobilizing. Right now, when you
do the kind of shategic thinking
we're talking about, the magnitude
of change is potentially so huge and
our competency to do it so limited
that we're frozen in place.
Some institutions and other
learning enterprises are starting to
do this and are serving as models
for how to make it happen-
Western Governors University, for
example. Lots of institutions are
trying to create virtual and distance
learning. Some of them, like the
University of Colorado, are doing it
in very effective ways.
In terms of individual institu-
tions, a number of the institutions
with large continuing education
and extended learning extensions
are trying to do substantial things:
Universip of Wisconsin, Indiana
University, Stanford. Of course,
you've got the proprietary players
like the University of Phoenix and
Magellan University, which is the
online institution. Traditional
institutions typically are not able to
change their whole culture at once,
so they try to change it in a
particular setting or one aspect, like
their continuing education pro-
grams and professional programs.
Then they try to transfer the DNA
to other areas. George Mason
University is a good example of an
institution trying to do that.
Sailer: It sounds as if experimenta-
tion is an important part of this.
Norris: Exactly. My metaphor is
expeditionary development. Your
strategy is experimental; it's
changing all the time. Lou Gerstner
at IBM is on his sixth strategy now.
He's engaged in an expeditionary
shategy. Nobody can craft a strategy
in this technology marketplace and
have it stand for three years.
Sailer: That's an interesting way of
putting it. If IBM weren't doing as
well right now, you could say that
he's doing a strategy-of-the-month
thing. But what you're saying is
you need to do a strategy-of-the-
month in a positive way, or keep
realigning your strategy because of
the changing nature of the world.
Norris: Yes. Fosf Company
magazine recently had some
articles about learning from
mistakes. Don Pepper talked about
organizations that have a learning
relationship with their members.
And other articles talked about
learning from mistakes and how to
profit from them. They contend
that organizations that succeed are
going to be the ones that get out
there first-not with the most-but
in a way that they can learn and
profit from that learning. Use that
to perpetually change. Being
consistent to a wrong strategy is
truly the hobgoblin of small minds.
We're moving to instant,
perpetual, one-to-one relationships
between client and customer.
You've got to be learning and
changing all the time. It's just a
different mode. It's hard for a
telecommunications professional to
be changing all the time because
you've got to wire things and make
things work. But you've really got
to impress on people the position-
ing aspect of all this, and how it
really is positioning for an uncertain
future. You've got to think about
five or six different areas where the
telecommunications industry could
be going. That's a terrific challenge
for a group of professionals who
cut their teeth on being the phone
people.
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Sailer: In telecom we have always
tried to provide very high levels of
very stable service. This is some-
times an anathema to experimenta-
flon or expediflonary shategy.
Norris: And that's an interesting
perspective to have. What's the
trade-off here? In some of the voice
communication we want to be very
stable, but in some of these others,
what can we play around with? The
key is you can't do this on your
own. The ACUTA professional
can't set himself up as the be-all-
know-all expert on this. You've got
to take some prisoners along the
way, involving other knowledge-
able people in these discussions,
both so you've got cover and also
so you can come up with suffi-
ciently supple and wide-ranging
solutions. It's a real challenge. And
the worst thing someone can do is
try to be the guru in this without
covering himself in the mantle of a
group of people that are looking at
a lot of different options. If you try
to be the lone ranger, you're going
to be in trouble. Nobody's smart
enough to do that.
Sailer: When I think about the one-
to-one learning mindset, I think an
advantage that telecommunications
folks have is that we're in the one-
to-one business. We create one-to-
one conversations all the time. We
use a large system to do it, but
that's very much our orientation.
We're not broadcast, generally.
Norris: It's good to understand that.
Sailer: In the March 10 issue of
Forbes magazine, management
expert Peter Drucker was quoted as
saying: "Thirty years from now the
big universitSr campuses will be
relics. Universities won't survive.
It's as large a change as when we
first got the printed book....
Already we are beginning to
deliver more lectures and classes
off campus via satellite or two-way
video at a fraction of the cost. The
college won't survive as a residen-
tial institution. Today's buildings are
hopelessly unsuited and totally
unneeded. " It's clear that you at
least think some part of higher ed is
moving in this direction.
Norris: Yes, but I think his state-
ment is a bit too strong. Our big
research universities do lots and
lots of things. And it's not just
about learning, it's about research,
selection, a network for life, social
integration, and more. And there
will continue to be residential four-
year experiences for undergradu-
ates at very selective places, where
selection is a key part of the
criteria. However, I think even
those places are going to change
dramatically in terms of offering
distributed learning opportunities
that both accelerate the progress
and reduce the cost of learning.
There was a wonderful article in
the Economisf recently, a survey of
universities about their "knowledge
factory. " The question is, looking
to the future, and looking back
from the future, what will these
tools enable us to do in terms of
creating knowledge factories that
tie individuals together who may or
may not be located in universities?
Does that reduce the power the
university has in terms of getting all
the smart people together? The
answer is probably yes, and we'll
probably end up with widespread
"knowledge collaboratories" that
will involve some people associated
with or even resident at the
universities, but others who are not.
What does that do to our
current university model? A lot
depends on what the universities
do. If the universities work aggres-
sively with business, government,
and other entities to figure out how
to use these emerging knowledge
communities to do research that
meets the needs of society, the
needs of business, and the needs
of communifles of professional
practice and reflective practice,
then they're going to thrive. If they
don't they're going to be supplanted.
So, I think a lot of what Drucker
is assuming-and it's a valid
assumption given where we sit
today-that universities aren't
going to do enough to change, as
they begin to see some of the
opportunifles and the downside for
not changing, then I think they may
change more rapidly than they are
now in some of these areas. In the
Knowledge Age world that Drucker
is describing, universities will have
to adapt in order to survive and
thrive, and if they don't, they won't.
They may survive, but not thrive.
Places that are not iconic instihrtions
are in huge trouble, unless they
figure a way to become the learning
agents for their communities.
Sailer: So Harvard and Stanford are
probably going to be fine, but
smaller, more generic campuses
may not.
Norris: Right. "Eastern Whatever
State" could be in trouble if they
don't adapt. Assuming that institu-
tions won't adapt when they are
confronted with this threat reflects
that social systems just don't work
that way. They may not adapt fast
enough, and not all of them will
make it, but they will see the light.
It's not sufficiently clear right now
how threatening these conditions
are, but there's a lot more aware-
ness now than even two years ago.
Sailer: Your specific advice to
ACUTA members is to be more
integrated with the world-with
business, local and state govern-
ment, and research communities
that surround us both geographi-
cally and in a conceptual way, as
on the Internet.
Norris: I think that has to happen
in both the professional and basic
education programs, which are two
different cultures. The basic
education programs have a long
shelf life of knowledge, and they're
preparing people culturally and
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Enterprise Network Accounting products show you where
your bandwidttr demand is, who is going where on the web
and for how long. ENA producs also:
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. let you billback users or departments for network usage
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WideWeb
. show you how much bandwidth is being used by each user
. show you what the network is being used for
. iden8, control, and budget network costs
. provide crucial financial information to top management
. provide valuable deailed information to your IS staff
. provide real-time exception reports that augrnent alarm
management systems
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. track cable throughout your organization
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. monitor vendor performance
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. account for and lower the overall cost ofnetwork ownership
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otherwise. Professional programs
are also preparing people, but they
have a shorter shelf life of knowl-
edge and continue with people
after the basic preparation with an
ongoing learning relationship. They
certainly have to do what you
describe. Even the basic education
programs should be preparing
people for a life of perpetual leaming
that is strongly integrated and
infused with practice. We've got to
figure out how to make that work.
Sailer: Many of our members have
experienced " organization realign-
ments," meaning they've been
consumed by the IT organization
or even the library. What is your
opinion on the future of a distinct
telecommunications organization
within a college or universityr? It
sounds like you're saying that
telecom must be integrated within
the fabric of the campus.
Norris: I think it's got to be
integrated. We're not going to do
away with hierarchies because they
serve some symbolic purposes. But
on a functional basis we're talking
about substituting hyperarchy lor
hierarchy, establishing linkages that
tie everyone together. With the
responsibilities that are on the plate
for the ACUTA member, you've
really got to function as a
hyperarchy and cut across organi-
zational uhits. You tap wellsprings
of expertise throughout the
institution. You figure out how to
operate as a hyperarchy and worry
less about how you're organized.
You do have to consider how
you're organized, because that can
get in the way of being able to
function as a hyperarchy if you're
in the wrong place or don't have
the right understandings. But the
pitch to make is we are a fusing
effect on activities across the
campus. Here's the way we want
to plan these things. Lay out a way
that is participatory, hyperarchic in
terms of tying people together at all
different levels and tapping the
expertise that exists out there in the
units. Many of your end-users will
be as expert as you. Figure out
how to make that work. That
makes a lot more sense than trying
to figure out a particular organiza-
tional arrangement and then being
upset if you're not part of an
integrated telecommunications
square on an organizational chart.
Sailer: An advantage we have is
that typically most of our depart-
ments-my customer service group
for example-touch everyone on
campus. They interact v.rith people
at all different levels in every
department on campus. We know
people already; we have connec-
tions. What you're saying is we
need to take those to the next level
and make use of those in terms of
the way we interact with our
constituencies and util2e their
knowledge, experimentation, etc.
Norris: Yes. The worst metaphor is
a telecommunications czar. You
don't want to be a czar of anything.
What you want to be is a facilitator.
That means you have to be the
forger of, not consensus, but a
merging understanding of what
needs to happen. You have to
worry about boxes and lines on the
organization chart because they
can get in your way; but you have
to realize that however you forge
them, they really can't solve the
problem. The problem is how to
create this hyperarchy relationship
where everything is tied together.
Sailer: This reminds me of a book
called Leadership Without Eosy
Answers in which author Ronald
Heifetz says the role of leaders is to
help organizations or groups of
people do the adaptive learning
they need to do in order to re-
spond. One of the roles that we as
telecommunications professionals
can do is help people do some of
that adaptive iearning in order to
respond. We can't necessarily do
the response for them, but we can
help them adapt to the changing
role you're describing.
Norris: A lot of our technology
people aren't very good at harvest-
ing good ideas from people and
creating this kind of emerging sense
of scenarios about what could
happen. They want to be the
answer people. That's a very tough
role to pull off given the level of
uncertainty today.
Sailer: My last question is what
can organizations like ACUTA do to
facilitate this process of change?
Norris: I think one of the best
things you can do is to find "best
practices. " Find your own mem-
bers that are doing this. It's not
"walking the talk," it's "running the
talk." We can't walk, we've got to
run. One of the key things is
promulgating these ideas and these
practices not just in colleges and
universities but in other settings as
well. Find best practices wherever
they exist to show how the tele-
communications professionals are
helping organizations come to grips
with the importance of telecommu-
nications in this atmosphere of
perpetual activity. And those are
critical rules. It's almost like you're
an ambassador for the future.
You've got to help the organization
think about that and get a lot of
other smart people thinking and
talking about it to craft good ideas
to be followed. ACUTA can play a
big role in that.
Sailer: We appreciate your sharing
some excellent insights that will
help us plan more effectively for
the future.
Don i\,/orris is president ot' Strategic
lnitiatiues, lnc., o monagement
consulting firm in Hemdon, Virginia.
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author and practitioner in the fields
of organizational transt'ormation,
strategic planning, ond strategic
morketing. He hos ouer 25 years'
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Hybrid Fibe rlCoaxial and
RF Broadband Networks
by Eme.st O. Tlnmann
Present wiring solutions in campus,
building, and classroom environments
have evolved as a result of efforts to
satisfSr service requirements. The tele-
phone-the first utility in the school
environment-was originally used
primarily in the administrative sector.
Practically no wiring was required in the
classroom.
Lately, however, the exploding use of
computers in classrooms has created the
need for hubs, bridges, routers, data
warehousing, and connectivity to the
Internet. Many vendors are eager to
supply hardware and software but do not
like to assist with the installation engineer-
ing of the wiring network. Since Category
5 wiring has been the defacto standard for
data services, most classrooms can
proudly point to an outlet plate with a
type 5 connector receptacle.
Simultaneously, many schoolrooms
feature Category 3 wiring for telephony.
Telecommunications administrators have
been sold on the idea that each classroom
must have a telephone connection for
Internet connectivi! and audio return for
distance learning.
When CATV companies bring cable to
the classroom, a third wiring network
becomes necessary. This time it is a
coaxial network which must have an
interconnect or gateway location to
interface with the local CATV service.
Again, not much help comes from the
serving cable company to assist with the
design and installation engineering of the
network. Especially in cases where the
local cable company has offered to install
the cable at no charge, the engineering is
done to satisfy the minimum FCC
requirement for a 0 dB level for all
channels at the classroom outlet. This
time the outlet requires an F female
connector. Now there arethree different
outlet plates in every classroom.
Today, in order to attract students,
campuses are expected to supply voice,
data, and video ouflets in the dormito-
ries, and the triple wiring schemes are
perpetuated. In all of these evolutionary
developments, telecommunications
administrators are in the middle. Directed
by management to get things done and
pushed by vendors to apply their wiring
methods, they must frequently install the
infrastructure to satisfy the present
service requirements with little planning
or consideration for the future. Expedi-
ency often carries a high price tag, and
many installations that were completed
just last year will soon be obsolete.
Planning for the Future
Planning and designing an infrastruc-
ture capable of satisfying all future voice,
data, and video requirements without the
need for rewiring would permit schools to
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devote their limited budget to new equipment rather
than rewiring, moves, and changes. This kind of
ultimate infrashucture can be implemented today. A
hybrid fiber/coaxial (HFC) network, when designed
to stringent performance specifications, can provide
a wide RF spectrum in both directions and can
combine voice, high-speed data, and bidirectional
multichannel video traffic. The spectral capacity of
the HFC network is enormous.
This type of technology was deployed in CATV
systems carrying data and video haffic in the 1980s
but took a back seat to other technologies in recent
years. However, with the passage of the Telecom-
munications Act of 1996, a number of organizations
are revisiting the technology in light of the fact that
cable companies are offering both communications
and entertainment systems over cable.
A CATV system concerns itself mainly with the
delivery of multichannel video to the subscribers.
The return transmission capability exists in the 5 to
40 MHz band but is never activated. To gain advan-
tages in the franchising effort, the cable companies
have always claimed that their systems are wired for
two-way service. However, no return transmission
has ever been implemented, nor has any system
been designed to permit a quality return transmis-
sion. The reasons for this are ingress on the return
spectrum, expensive maintenance, more service
personnel, insufficient revenues, inferior service drop
installations, and even TV sets. The TV set acts as an
antenna for short wave radio as well as citizens band
frequencies and negates any effort to use the 5 to 40
MHz band.
In contrast, the HFC system is designed with two-
way services in mind. While the fiber-optic transport
is impervious to ingress, the coaxial tails cover only
short distances. In most HFC designs the number of
users is limited to from 200 to 500, requiring the
coaxial segment to limit the number of amplifiers to
two. The result is a manageable coaxial network that
can be easily controlled as to ingress, performance,
and quality of transmission. The major differences
between the standard CATV design and the HFC
design are discipline in design and stringent perfor-
mance specifications for both forward and return
transmissions. The implementation of an HFC
system brings about a wide range of benefits that a
standard CATV system cannot meet.
The HFC RF broadband network is an open
architecture network that will transmit any informa-
tion, whether it is in analog or in digital format.
Voice; high-speed imaging; high-speed data in
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Ethernet, T1, FDDI, or SONET formats; PCS; or
multichannel video can reside on the HFC network
simultaneously. The selection of an RF frequency is
all that is required to add an additional service. The
HFC network is the ultimate transmission platform. It
empowers the network manager to select the
frequency spectrum for each of the services that are
particular to the needs of the enterprise.
Cable companies are presently in the process of
upgrading their systems to meet HFC standards and
have agreed on the division between forward and
return spectrum. Since the beginning of television,
the FCC has assigned the broadcast transmit fre-
quency to start with channel2 at54 MHz. The cable
companies have a large number of systems that
transmit channel 2 on 54 MHz on the cable to
provide service without having to use a converter.
Therefore, the decision was made to continue with
54MHz as the first forward frequency for all HFC
upgrades. This means that the cable indushy is
standardized on 54 to 750MHz for the forward band
and on 5 to 42 MHz for the return transmission. It is
argued frequently that the consumer will not send
high-speed data or video and, therefore, it is all right
to limit the return spectrum. The other explanation
that is frequently given is that the coaxial tail service
areas are small and that each 5 to 40 MHz branch
can be individually picked up at the fiber node,
where it can be stacked to 5 to 186 MHz for return
transmission on the fiber.
Spectrum Utilization
Within an enterprise, a campus, or even a single
building, the forward and return spectrum segments
do not have to follow the ground rules of the cable
business. There are amplifiers available that can
provide a 5 to 186 MHz return spectrum and that
permit forward transmission from222 to 550 or 750
MHz. This means that a total of 30 channels, each
with 6 MHz of bandwidth, are available for retum and
that 80 plus channels can be simultaneously supported
for forward hansmissions. An enormous spectrum is
available in a properly designed HFC system. The
network can also be built as a dual system, with 5 to
75OMHz bandwidth in both directions.
The telecommunications administrator may
subdivide the spectrum in accordance with the needs
of the enterprise. For instance, the forward-transmis-
sion band could be shared between two-way
academic video channels and one-way residential,
entertainment, and educational channels. Comple-
tion of a frequency spectrum assignment study is the
first step in the HFC network planning cycle. Present
and future requirements will tax the visionary
capabilities of the planner.
Cable Telephony
Forward telephony and data can be transmitted in
the 222 to 276 MHz spectrum, while the return can
occupy the 5.75 to 83.75 MHz band (IEEE 802.4).
A 6 MHz channel can accommodate up to five T1
circuits. Each T1 consists of. a7.544 Mbps bitstream,
which will accommodate24voice channels. CDMA
technology will increase the number of voice chan-
nels that can be carried on one 6MHz channel
assignment from the present 120 channels to 240.
Telephone requirements within a building or a
campus area can be readily accommodated on an
HFC system. If there is a need for a campuswide
PCS wireless system, fully developed cable PCS
hansmitter/receivers that can be easily installed on
the HFC system are available.
Cable Data
Present vintage cable modems offer various
throughputs with varying modulation techniques.
QPR or quadrature phase-shift keying delivers 6
Mbps rates in a 3 MHz spectrum allocation. QPSK
quadrature phase-shift keying provides for 10 Mbps
rates in a6MHz channel and is used mainly for
multiple Ethernet rings. 64-QAM quadrature ampli-
tude modulation already supports 27 Mbps in a 6
MHz channel and will be used for multiple-ring
applications over HFC systems. ATM/SONET
compaflble products are in development and wait for
the completion of the IEEE 802.14 standards for
ATM traffic on HFC. While present cable modems
can be used for multiple Ethernet loops within a
campus area, within a year it will be possible to bring
multiple ATM loops on a single cable. No other
architecture makes this promise.
Cable modems are relatively inexpensive,
averaging around $500. Most of the high costs are
incurred at the headend, where master controllers
and network management equipment can cost in
excess of $20,000. Offsetting this expenditure is the
ability to reduce the number of data routers. One
fast back-plane switch can interconnect the cable
modem network with the established data network
equipment.
Video Conferencing
Two-way video channels can accommodate intra-
enterprise videoconferencing with NTSC quality.
Distance learning can be distributed to every class-
room over the HFC system. Each classroom can
become a video/audio origination location and
transmit a video channel to the headend/gateway.
The transmission is then converted to the long-
distance transmission mode, whether it is 56 Kbps,
Tl, 45 Mbps, or satellite upJink.
Using inexpensive scan converters, the incoming
NTSC video could also be distributed to each
computer workstation within a classroom. NTSC
analog video transmission will be around for a long
time because of the seeding of low-cost TV sets.
Should there be a conversion to digital video trans-
mission in the future, there is no obsolescence. Each
6MHz channel will be able to support up to five
channels of video in the MPEG-2 compression
format. So, when the price for digital TV sets be-
comes affordable, the capacip of the HFC system
increases by a factor of five.
The HFC Infrastructure
The fiber-optic/coaxial network utilizes single-
mode fiber in the transport segment. In a campus
environment, the single-mode fiber would intercon-
nect the headend/gateway with the entrance loca-
flons of each building. The routing of the fiber can
either be in a ring or star.
The ring architecture has the advantage that
transmissions can be routed in both directions
around the ring, so that a complete redundancy of
service can be maintained. When considering a ring
interconnect between the various buildings, it is
important to recognize that Ultra PC patchcords are
used to interlink the fiber segments. Each of these
patchcords has an average optical loss of 0.5 to 0.8
dB. This means that the number of buildings in a ring
network is limited. One of the benefits of the ring
architecture is the abilip to use cable with an identi-
cal number of fibers throughout the ring. The star
architecture, on the other hand, requires large fiber
strand counts close to the headend/gateway and a
lesser number of fibers at the ends of the transport
system.
At the telephone closets at building entry points,
the optical transmission is translated to electrical RF
for transmission on the coaxial cable. Return signals
are likewise translated from electrical to optical. The
opflcal transmission requires two fiber strands, one
for forward transmission and one for the retum. In
contrast, the coaxial tail within the building is bidirec-
tional and consists of one coaxial cable with active
and passive devices to distribute the spectrum to the
users. The coaxial tail is always a tree-and-branch
architecture and, therefore, similar to a conventional
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Figure 1 shows the interconnection between a
headend/gateway with separate buildings using HFC
technology. The example shows a high-split system
with bidirectional traffic on the coaial seqment. A dual
system would require two coafal systems, one for
forward and one for refum.
Network design of an HFC system has a number
of constraints that do not exist in the design practices
for a standard CATV delivery system. First, there is
the optical segment design, which must consider the
optical losses in both directions. Forward delivery
may use an optical coupler to minimize the fiber
count and to provide route redundancy. Return
transmission requires the assignment of a dedicated
fiber for each building. Coupler, patchcord, and
connector losses must be determined to establish the
required optical power of each transmitter. DFB laser
transmitters are well suited and reasonably priced to
satisfy any conceivable requirement within a campus.
While the cost of outside plant construction can
vary widely, the costs for fiber-optic transmission
equipment can be managed by good engineering.
DFB laser transmitters are available for various
optical levels. The cost of a low-power unit is around
$2,000, while a high-power unit can cost $20,000. It
is important to analyze carefully the optical budget of
each fiber segment.
Second, there is the coaxial network that requires
care in both design and implementation. Coaxial
cable has a higher attenuation at higher frequencies.
A service drop, using RG-6 cable, can be over 2OO
feet long in a CAIV delivery system. This is not the
case in an HFC system. The attenuation difference in
150 feet of RG-6 service drop cable, belween 222
and 750 MHz, is close to 9 dB. To keep outlet levels
within a close tolerance of 13 dB between highest
and lowest frequencies, a maximum drop length of
150 feet is recommended. Amplifier pre-emphasis is
important to equalize outlet levels.
The cost of coaxial tail segments is low since cable
active and passive components have been sold in
large quantities for many years. Typically, a ten-story
riser with two amplifiers and ports for 24 drops on
each floor can be implemented for under $5,000.
Add to that the cost of the service drops-$150-250,
depending on routing complexity-and the resulting
economics compare favorably with bridges, routers,
and switches in the same riser space.
The dishibution plant design must be symmetrical
to minimize the number of amplifiers that are used in
a serial or cascaded position. There should be no
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Figure '1 . The HFC fiber-optic/coaxial delivery system
more than two amplifiers in cascade to meet hiple
beat, noise level, and carrier-to-noise specifications.
The port levels at every multitap must be at least +16
dBmV at 750 MHz and +13 dBmV at222 MHz to
produce outlet levels of +8.013.0 dBmV. FCC
regulations require ouflet levels to be better than 0
dBmV for standard CATV systems. This level is not
sufficient for an HFC system that must carry multiple
two-way services. Return transmission levels must be
established during the design phase. It is very
important to assure equal input levels into return
amplifiers and into fiber-node transmitters to assure
equal receive levels at the headend/gateway.
To prevent ingress, the system must be con-
structed without flaws. This means that all connec-
tions must be tight, all distribution cables must have a
solid shield, and all service drop cables must be
quad-shielded. The carrier leakage index must be
measured to confirm the integrity of the network.
HFC technology requires more planning and care
than a standard CATV distribution network. Design
and implementation of the HFC network may also
cost around 2O percent more than the implementa-
tion of an average CATV network, but the benefits
are reliability, longevitgr, qualitgr, non-obsolescence,
and adaptability to any new service requirements that
may come along in the future.
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The Interactive Classroom
While there was no need for any wiring in the
classroom until the emergence of computers and
television, present and future needs cannot be met
without the help o{ cables. Computers require an
interconnecting IAN to communicate with the servers.
TV sets need to be connected. Video conferencing and
distance learning require camera-control equipment,
microphones, mixers, and echo-cancellation equip-
ment, as well as a separate audio-cabling network. In
the most basic cofiguration, the video is connected to
a large TV and the data service to the workstations.
In more advanced installaflons, the interactive
classroom will be able to facilitate the retrieval of
videos from the control center as much as it can
retrieve data from the control center. A classroom
equipped with computers for every student should
feature an instructor control position that permits the
instructor to monitor the students' progress and gives
the instructor the ability to intervene, control, and
assist. Figure 2 depicts a multimedia classroom where
the instructor is in full control of both video and data
material. Even though the audio wiring is omitted, the
wiring is substantial. Classrooms equipped for
distance learning require audio wiring for multiple
microphones, which leads to the installation of
microphone mixers and echo-cancellation equipment
to minimize feedback as well as at least one camera-
control system with pan, tilt, iris, and focus adjust-
Figure 2. lnteractive multimedia computer lab
ments that can be made using a remote conhol.
Classrooms so equipped also need a television with
PIP, so that the outgoing picture can be viewed.
To house the equipment, a small equipment closet
is required. From there the wiring could be run via
floor molding to the instructor's command-and-
control position and to the student workstations. Both
data and video/audio wiring are required between the
equipment closet and the instructor. Using a com-
puter workstation interconnect system, such as Link,
Comweb, or Minicom, the wiring is combined into an
RGB wiring system which saves wiring, in as much as
NTSC video can be scan-converted lor presentation
on every workstation. The instructor can now relrieve
video sequences from the media center; originate
video on a VCR or a CD-ROM; control the camera of
a videoconferencing or distant learning session as well
as the audio; and project a student's screen on a
projection set or transfer the screen image to any
other or all workstations as well as monitor the
progress of each student. The instructor can also
interconnect any workstation with the Internet using
the data network or cable modem equipment.
Classroom wiring and instructor control are interde-
pendent and will minimize the need for more wiring
as well as organize the routing of the cabling.
In Summary
The establishment of an HFC network will provide
the highest bidirectional capacityr for the lowest capital
investment in the future. HFC networks, when
designed and implemented to rigid standards, are
capable of delivering heterogeneous traffic of varying
bandwidth, modulation {ormats, and latency charac-
teristics in circuit-, channel-, and packet-based
formats. HFC is scalable, allowing most of the capital
investment to be deferred until cost-effective equip-
ment becomes available. The technology to build
obsolescence-free HFC networks is available today
and will avoid costly rewiring in the future. While
CATV wiring is deficient in many ways and only
covers cable TV in the classroom, for many the HFC
network has become the ultimate nehvork, enhancing
the flexibility and quality of the learning process.
Emest Tunmann, PE., is the owner ol TE Consulting,
Inc., in Framingham, Massachusetts. He hqs deuoted
more thon 40 years to RF broadband transmission
sysfems. He is o/so the author o/ Hybrid Fiber-Optic
Coaxial Networks for Enterprises, auailable t'rom
Flatiron Publishing, lnc., New York City, New York.
He can be reoched at emestotun@msn.com.
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Planning for
Push Technology 
i:,ii,l l:}'*:::,: ii$:&ra8$,:ffigil a rsriro, fe lbarning center. while
lmplementation
'lt,,,t;:l$ ,e$i*f'{:,$ffi :$iryffi vears aso' she avidlvfollows the volleyball team and is an active member and
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" 
J' " ." ;"il
;. , *';,loe Srfiifh;. u: ! es five courses, is on a
partial scholarship, works in the cafeteria part time, lives
in the International House, belongs to a service fraternity,
and plays club football. Joe would like to get a library job
to replace the cafeteria position and is working with the
Placement Office looking for a summer job. He is also
interested in archeology and attends practically all the
lectures given on the campus.
il#i{A:ei{i#alliiliii$tss#i$mfuq5..: teaches four courses (two
of which have some students at a remote site), sits in the
Faculty Senate, serves on several departmental commit-
tees, and participates in an interdisciplinary program. She
has a strong interest in modern dance and looks forward
to campus appearances of touring companies.
taking a computer science course, he is also looking for a
full-time job and has registered with the Placement Office.
ofhcer of her local alumni chapter.
distribution of incoming students based on school and
major using an online analytical processing package
running on his PC. The underlying information has just
been updated on the mainframe.
1},';:llfs8. .. g'Orc*i,uls"t a particular vendor's
- 'paakege 
whiCh has a known incompatability with the
latest upgrade to the institution's standard PC productiv-
ip suite. Information Services needs to be able to up-
grade other users, but not the Human Resources Office
until the vendor provides a software update that removes
the incompatibility.
defirr,J&deonterrt to,thg instituti.onls many ne[oa
-.bs&-Primarily, pieces of paper with appropriate informa-
tion are either mailed, internally or externally, hand
delivered, or posted to bulletin boards. Even with the
advent of cheap photocopying capabilities, printing and
copying lead times often result in the delivery of outdated
materials. Posted content delivery depends upon recipi-
ents stopping by the posting board and taking the time to
sort through the postings and find those of particular
interest. Neither of these approaches enables the institu-
tion or other campus organizations to guarantnllffiaimffiFugn
At least for small groups, a phone call to each indi-
vidual may guarantee timeliness at the expense of
considerable time investment. This calling may be useful
to deliver a brief message such as a changed meeting time,
but not to convey a substantial amount of information such
as a changed retirement policy.
Finally, meetings are used, particularly for faculp and
staff, to convey important information and give partici-
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pants an opportunity to interact and ask questions.
When agendas and supporting documents have to be
distributed ahead of time, they have the same limita_
tions as other printed materials. They may be out of
date by the time the meeting occurs.
What Is Push Technology?
Push is the automatic delivery of content, including
software updates, to users. This may include users,
displays, storage devices, and servers. Institutional
requirements to disseminate information and user
preferences drive the process. The basic push meta_
phors are publish and subscnb e or channels. Servers
make information or content available. Clients running
on the users' devices receive the information,
In our example, the personnel channel administra_
tor would automatically subscribe Jane Jones and Jim
Lee since they work for the institution. Jim would be
the only subscriber to the geographical enrollment
update channel. Jane would subscribe to a channel
notifying her of modern dance presentations on cam_
pus. Joe Smith would subscribe to a football club
channel for members. The club might have another
channel for supporters, listing game times, opponents,
and results. Within a particular channel, information
may be personalized. Joe Smith and John Brown
would subscribe to a Placement Office channel, but
Joe would receive information about campus and
summertime jobs, while John would receive postings
for programming positions. Mary Chavez would be
subscribed automatically to an alumni chapter officer
channel, but would initiate her subscription to a gen-
eral alumni channel and the varsity volleyball channel.
The above examples do not necessarily cover all
the uses of push technology. The institution is about
to make a change in its retirement policy that only
affects staff with over thirty years of service. Using
Human Resources databases, a special channel can
be set up on a temporary basis for these personnel.
Using this same approach can meet the Human
Resources requirement to postpone a software
upgrade while enabling other institutional departments
to move ahead.
The Key Benefits of Push Technologies
While different push technologies offer somewhat
different benefits, they share some strong commonali-
ties. Push offers the ability to deliver highly personal_
ized information targeted to particular user groups.
Users should experience increased timeliness, less
information overload (since the material can be
personalized), and a perceived improvement of
quality in information due to targeting.
As colleges and universities move from a teacher-
centered to a learner-centered environment. an
increasing proportion of students, faculty, and staff
will not be present on a central campus or will split
their time between the central campus and remote
learning sites. In this environment, traditional infor_
mation delivery methods will lose their ability to meet
the institution's constituencies' requirements for
timely delivery of information.
How to Push
Currently, planners have a choice of three push
technologies: e-mail, server push, and client pull or
polling. These should not be viewed as mutually
exclusive options. Each has particular strengths and
weaknesses that make it suitable for a particular set
of applications.
r E-mail
While e-mail is the oldest form of push technol_
ogy, it should not be overlooked. Many commercial
e-mail programs support setting up and managing
mailing lists. If you need additional mailing list
management capabilities, software, including
LISTSERV]]'d, ListProc, and Majordomo, is readily
available. The latter two programs are free. E-mail
push builds on an already existing server and
software infrastructure for most institutions.
In most institutions, users typically have greater
access to e-mail facilities than to "personal" systems,
including PCs and Unix workstations. E-mail push
can reach users that other technologies cannot
address, unless the institution is willing to provide
more personal systems. Current e-mail systems often
support certification of delivery, authentication of the
sender and recipient, and encryption. Using MIME
for TCP/IP systems and proprietary methods for
other e-mail systems, the sender can attach files. This
is not as user friendly as the alternative push tech-
nologies that typically support the display of HTML
and other graphics formats on the user's screen
without any user intervention. If the user is logged in,
many e-mail clients will notify the user with a sound
and/or icon.
E-mail push has two major weaknesses. Where
e-mail clients are not standardized with MIME or
equivalent proprietary support, messages are limited
to standard text with a minimum of formatting.
Foreign language support is often unavailable. Since
users only periodically check their e-mail, there is no
way to guarantee that users will retrieve their mes-
sages during a specific window of time. E-mail push
shares this weakness with client pull.
r Server Push
Server Push uses special software on servers and
clients on personal devices to deliver information on
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a scheduled or event-driven basis. These personal
devices do not have to be limited to PCs ancl work
stations. With appropriate hardware and software,
cell phones and beepers as well as PDAs can be
supported. The client is set in a constant liste:ning
mode. and the server Peri-
odically sends information
based on the user's sub-
scription. Server push
supports time-critical aPPIi-
cations. Assuming that the
user is sitting at the device
or listening to it, all users
receive the server-gener-
ated information after the
network-generated delay.
A server-push teaching
hospital application might
link a patient's medical
monitors to a server. The
server periodically updates
a display at the nurses'
station. In case of an alarm,
the nurses' station would
be alerted with appropriate
sound and visual clues.
Other personnel, such as
residents and the patient's
physician, might also be
alerted via cell phones and
beepers.
Another application
would support Jim Lee, the
registrar's analyst in our
example. As soon as files
are updated on the main-
frame, the mainframe
would notify the push
server, and the updated
files or the changes would
be pushed to Jim's PC.
The major drawback to
server push is the require-
ment {or clients to con-
stantly monitor the server,
especially for event-driven
information delivery. Many
users, including students,
many faculty, some staff,
sfueams to the LANs. !
and alumni, will not normally be constantly con-
nected to institutional servers.
. Client Pullor Polling
Client pull or polling enables users to log in or
Multicasting
connect periodically. The client software polls the
servers to determine if any updated information is
available. The server then sends the updated in{orma-
tion to the client. Client push does not support time-
crltical information delivery. Users log in at their conve-
nience. with no guaranteed
time window {or delivery.
Both Netscape and
Microsoft include clients in
their browsers, although
they use different underlY-
ing technologies. Users
can download other
vendors clients from their
Web sites at no charge.
Vendors' profits come
from the sale of servers
and content preParation
tools.
The major drawback
to client pull is lack of
scalability. As the number
of clients increases. so
does the polling and
download burden on the
network.
Both server push and
client pull support the
delivery of HTML, Java
applets, and other graPh-
ics. Unlike e-mail. these
technologies typically
automatically play the
content with a minimum
of user intervention.
Push Standards
Currently, practicallY
all push technologies are
proprietary. As theY grow
in popularity, customers
are starting to pressure
vendors to adopt stan-
dards.
. Extensible Markup
Language
The World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C)
has assumed responsibilitY
LAN technologies, including ethernet and token ring,
support unicasting. broadcasting. and multicasting A sender
directs a unicast to a particular station or address' Broadcasts
are directed to all stations. Multicasts are directed to stations
that have chosen to join a multicast group' The iETF is
undeveloping multicasting capabiliry for the lnternet Devices
would ioin a group and receive the multicast {rom a server'
Intemet Lulticasting can substantially reduce bandwidth
requirements compared to the current
use of multiple unicast sessions to emu-
late multicasting. For example (Fig.1),
three users: A. B. and C, on two dif-
Flgure I
ferent LANs view a video
TL^ ^,, Apresentation. The au-
dio server sends three
separate video packet
With multicasting, the server
sends a single audio packet sheam to
the downstream router. The router, us-
ingthe LAN multicasting capabiliry, only
se-nds a single audio packet sh'eam over
each LAN (Figure 2).
In multicasting, no mat-
ter how many users are
downstream of a
router, only one set of
packets is sent to the
router. The router duplicates packets as required.
Unfortunately. multicasting will not be inexpensive to
implement. Even after the IETF finishes the standards. all
desktop and router software must be upgraded. l:-n.o'9:'
routers will have to be replaced since vendors will probably
not offer upgrades.
The advent of TCP/P multicasting support will prima-
rily benefit server push. Both server push and client pull, with-
out multicasting support, generate a separate stream of pack-
ets for each user. With multicasting support, server push ap-
plications can send a single packet stream to each down-
stream router and depend on the router software to per{orm
the necessary duplication. Client pull, based on po1ling,.will
not L,e able to leverage multicasting to signi{icantly reduce
bandwidth requirements.
for standardizing extensible markup language (XML).
XML will be the foundation for both server push and
client pull technologies. While HTML concentrates on
the display of information in the document, XML
focuses on defining the data content of that informa-
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tion. Unlike HTML, which in many ways is similar to
programming languages and has a limited vocabulary
defined by the current standard, users can and are
expected to extend XML. Setting up in{ormation in
XML has many similarities to defining the fields in a
relational database. Unlike in HTML where tags are
predefined, in XML the user defines the meaning of
the tags. Depending on the application, XML tags can
direct browsers to present information, search
engines to index information, channel contents, and
software update systems to current software versions'
The XML tags define metadata, which is information
about other information.
XML willprobably be hidden beneath vendor-
provided tools so programmers will not need to have
a detailed knowledge of the language' HTML
followed the same route, as programmers decided
they did not really want to deal with all the complexi-
ties in order to produce Web Pages'
. Channel Definition Format (CDF)
Microsoft developed this standard and has offered
it to the W3C. Microsoft currently uses this standard
to support client-pull channels in the IE4' The
channel definition consists of a simple, text-based file
on the server. The file points to the content, which
can inctude HTML, dynamic HTML, sounds, images,
Java applets, and ActiveX controls. The file also
defines an update schedule. In the IE4 implementa-
tion, the user can override the server's suggested
schedule.
Institutions can start their channels using any
relevant HTML they already have on the server.
Once the systems administrator or Webmaster has
learned how to set up and manage the Channel
Definition Format (CDF) file, creating a channel
should have minimal impact. Currently only IE4
browsers support this standard, but stand-alone
clients will almost certainly appear if CDF takes off in
the marketplace.
Netscape has proposed a competing approach,
meta content framework (MCF), to the W3C. Also
based on XML, MCF has considerably more ambi-
tious goals that include the ability to describe structur-
ally any kind of data or files. Given these goals, it will
compete with a number of the proposed standards
discussed in this arflcle.
. Open Software Description (OSD)
Marimba and Microsoft have proposed Open
Software Description (OSD), based on XML, to the
W3C as the Internet approach {or software dishibu-
tion support. It describes software versions, compo-
nents, structures, and their relationship to other
vendors' components. OSD supports object models
such as Sun Microsystems'JavaBeans and Microsoft's
component object model. OSD supports Windows,
most varieties of Unix, and Macintosh OS.
. HTTP Distibution and Reproduction Protocol (DRP)
Marimba, Netscape, Sun Microsystems, Novell,
and @Home have proposed HTTP Dstibution and
Reproduction Protocol (DRP) to the W3C as a standard
for distributing software and other contents over the
Internet. Based on XML, DRP maintains a list of
current files and their associated checksums on
servers. Depending on the checksum algorithm used,
the checksums may range form 128 to 160 bits. The
client downloads the list and calculates the
checksums, using the same algorithm for the files on
its systems. If the checksums do not match, the client
requests an updated copy from the server. The server
calculates the difference between the client's file and
the server's using another algorithm. Normally, only
the calculated difference is sent to the client' The
client then applies the difference algorithm to recover
the appropriate file. This approach minimizes the
bandwidth required for an update or replication.
This standard faces two major obstacles. Another
{irm, Novadigm, sued Marimba claiming patent
infringement. Microsoft supports an alternative
approach: Web distribution and replication
(WebDAV).
o Web Distribution and Replication (WebDAV)
The Internet Engineering Thsk Force (IETF), in
conjunction with the W3C, is working on the WebDAV
proposed standard. WebDAV, an extension of HTML,
prescribes how documents and files can be distributed
over multiple systems and how they can be replicated.
In addition to locks on documents and files to prevent
simultaneous edits, WebDAV supports reservation. A
user about to edit a document will be informed of
other users who are also attempting to edit the
particular document. Based on this information, the
user might choose to postpone editing or contact the
other editors. WebDAV will also support differential
updates after an edit in a manner similar to DRP
Much of this functionality is currently available in
groupware products such as Lotus Notes. WebDAV
will offer a standards-based approach that should
enable different vendors' software to successfully
interoperate.
Conclusion/Recommendations: Planning for Push
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Some institutions have already implemented push
technology. My alma mater, Vanderbilt University,
uses e-mail to provide lhe Vanderbilt Register head_
lines and feature stories to subscribers. Replacing
paper with e-mail provides a low-risk entry into push
technologies. Practically all commercial e-mail systems
support mailing lists, and free e-mail list managers are
readily available.
You should not or,:rlook client pull. Where the
institution desires an image of using advanced
technology, providing client pull applications for
students and alumni may of{set the additional costs
and technological risks. The delivery of HTML and
Java applets certainly supports an image of comfort
with advanced computer tech-
nology that may be very attrac-
tive to the senior managers and
the Admissions Office.
While sofhryare distribution
offers hard dollar savings, the
standards are not mature enough
at this time to risk deployment.
Given the dollars involved, it
may be worthwhile to move
ahead with a proprietary ap-
proach i{ you trust the vendor to
migrate to standards in the future
without making your investment
in its current software obsolete.
o For seruer push and clieft putt,
choov among proprietary and
sfondords-bas ed approaches.
Choosing among proprietary
E-Mail
. Mailing list management FAQ - ftp:l/ftp.uu.netl
useneVnews. answers/mail/list-admin/software-laq
. LISTSERVtr - http: //www. lsoft. com,{istserv. stm
. Majordomo - www.greatcircle.com/majordomo/
Push Vendors
BackWeb, www. backweb.com
Diffusion - www.diffusion.com
First Floor - www.firstfloor.com
Marimtra - www.marimba.com
Microsoft - www.microsoft.com
Netscape - www.netscap€.com
PointCast - www.pointcast.com
Tibco - www.tibco.com
Wbyfarer - www.wayfarer.com
One solution is to stay with e-mail until the
marketplace chooses the winners and losers in push
technology. E-mail presents another set of difficulties.
Alumni and students may be using many different
e-mail clients. This may prevent you from using
MIME to deliver HTML pages and Java applets, since
plain text may be the only content that all clients can
successfully interpret.
, Perlorm capacity planning t'or seruers and networks;.
While e-mail typically represents a minimal load
on the network, moving information distribution from
paper to e-mail push will increase storage require_
ments, particularly for those users holding institu-
tional accounts. Server push and client pull can
substantially increase demand
for server CPU cycles and for
network bandwidth. Many
clients poll on a very short cycle
basis. It may be very difficult to
change the polling cycle. The
ability to change polling cycles
is certainly an important
consideration in the selection of
software.
Departments and campus
organizations will certainly want
to participate in push technolo-
gies. A key policy issue is
whether or not institutional IS
will provide the server capacity
while the departments and
organizations provide content.
Central IS provisioning
Web Addresses
and standards-based sofhvare for server push and
client pull presents many of the same difficulties facing
potential implementers of software distribution.
Proprietary approaches dominate shipping push
software. It is much too early in the software life cycle
to pick standards winners and losers.
Choosing among client-pull alternatives presents
an even more difficult set of issues. Microsoft supports
CDF in the IE4. Netscape, however, still dominates
the browser marketplace. You should be very cautious
if you choose a browser-based solution. Keep your
options open by implementing push softr.r,are that
supports stand-alone clients.
While most vendors support multiple platforms,
you may not be able to find a vendor that satisfies
your other requirements. Other key considerations in
choosing software are the quality of the tool kits that
enable the user to create content and the ease of
administration. You may find that vendors who
support your desired platforms may not offer the best-
of-breed content and administrative tools.
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increases the capability to plan for capacity expan-
sion, but results in an increased administrative
burden on IS.
, ldentrly and address secunty issues.
While e-mail provides, with appropriate client
support, encryption and authentication functionality,
many vendors' server-push and client-pull software
does offer e-mail's equivalent functionality. you need
to identify those cases where sensitive information
will be pushed and develop appropriate security
policies.
Jerry Horder is a senior partner at Renaissance
Telecommunications Associofes. Based in N ashuille,
Tennessee, Renaissance prouides telecommunica-
tions consulting seruices to a uariety of commercial
and nonprofit organizations. Renoisso nce specializes
in design and optimization of wide area networks.
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Success ful Business Sfrafegies Using Telecommunications Services
Author: Martin F. Ba(holomew
Artech House, 1997:275 Pages
reuiewed by Chnstopher V Freitag
S uccess/u / B usiness Strate gie s U sing Tel eco mmuni-
cations Seruices explores the rapid change and growth
of the Internet and telecommunications industry and
how telecommunications-based service providers are
helping businesses stay in front of their competitors by
adding value to their services. The forward written by
Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas, Willmott Dixon
Professor of Corporate Transformation, University of
Luten, points out that in order to stand out in these
changing times, "people and organizations need to
focus on who they are and what they are about,
respectively. Electronic communications will cluster
around those who are absolutely outstanding' Few will
bother with those who are merely very good'"
Chapters are devoted to "The Internet," "Providing
Mobile Telephony-Case Study;" "Opportunity, Scope
and Definition; " "Organizaflonal Design; " "Strategy; "
and "Monitoring and Marketing/lntermarketing." Other
chapters provide a thorough review of the processes for
developing products, for obtaining and implementing
orders, and for providing customer service. Several
chapters are devoted to an organizational review that
supports a product or service as well as how to manage
information systems.
European case studies help to illustrate key points,
and numerous diagrams and tables allow readers to
follow concepts easily. While this book tends to focus
on telecommunications and in particular how telecom-
munications-based service providers can be a benefit
and in most cases be the key to a successful business, it
contains a general business strategy and analysis that
can be applied to many types of businesses or service
providers. The book strives to have readers look at
products and services within their political, economic,
social, and technical environments (PEST). The author
also suggests that products and services be evaluated
according to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats (SWOT).
Call centers, interactive voice response (lVR), and
Web sites are discussed in order to show alternate ways
of servicing customers efficiently. Help desks are also
explored as a way to continue service once orders have
been received. The book concludes with some
interesting predicfl ons for telecommunications-based
socio-technologies and the Internet.
Most institutions have departments that are tele-
communication-based service providers, providing
student resale and other technology-based, value-
added services. Those that are forming telecommu-
nications departments and starting out in the resale
market may use this book as a manual for providing
a successful resale service to students, while schools
with existing departments may find new ideas for
making their areas stand out and run more efficiently
This book reaffirms that telecommunications depart-
ments should be regarded as an asset to businesses,
colleges, and universities.
Chris Freitag is coordinotor ol t'acilihes manogement and
technicol seruices ot Westem New England College in
S pnngfield, Massoch usefts.
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BYU Plans for Tomorrow
IP telephony may be the answer
to demands for better service
by Curt Harler
ln My Fair Lody Henry Higgins wondered,
"Why can't a woman be more like a man?"
At Brigham Young University (BYU), Provo,
Utah, Director of Telecommunications
Services Ferrell Mallory wants to know why
the data world can't be more like telephony.
The odds are good that Mallory will get his
way long before Henry Higgins'dream is
realized. Mallory is one of the communica-
tions business's more innovative thinkers. He
sees a world of opportunity for solving
problems and providing improved services
with IP (lnternet protocol) telephony.
Mallory's vision of IP telephony rises
partly from an ongoing quest to improve
service on campus and partly from necessityr.
As one might expect, it is necessity which is
driving his current experiment with IP
phones.
One of BYU's student campus housing
areas consists of 24 units, each set up as a
mini-suite with three bedrooms, a common
area, and a kitchen. Each bedroom houses
two students. When the school was wiring
the buildings for telephone services a decade
ago, the Housing Administration felt that
one phone per six-student suite would be
enough. Unfortunately, although Telecom-
munications noted that service expectations
were changing and more outlets would soon
be required, the decision was made to go
with one telephone per suite. In no time at
all, students were letting everyone know that
one phone was not enough to serve six
people, all with different academic and social
needs.
Eventually, Housing realized the situation
would have to be fixed and this summer
asked for a quote to put phones in all of the
bedrooms. Mallory says, "As we did the
engineering we found that there is inad-
equate feeder from the serving switch to the
buildings. To put in more than 700 new
phones, we would have to install more
leeder cable at considerable cost. "
Not surprisingly, Housing did not accept
Telecommunications' quote of nearly $1
million to do the job correctly. On top of
that, the future of the current complex is in
question, and it may be torn down and
replaced with a larger facility in the near
future. There was no way anyone could
justify that kind of expense. "l don't blame
Housing for backing off," Mallory says.
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Data Networks
There is good news, however.
Early in 1997 Mallory's crews ran
l0BaseT Ethernet on Category 5
cable to the data jacks in every
room. With that setup, every
bedroom is able to have two
computers linked to the campus
network.
Starting in the late 1980s,
Mallory and Kelly McDonald,
executive director of Universit5r
Computing Services and general
architect of BYU's network, have
created essentially three data
networks on campus. YNet is the
original network which now seryes
the adminishation and faculty.
Because it contains confidential
information, like payroll and
grades, access is blocked to
students and others not needing
access to this information. LabNet
is the student network for class-
rooms and laboratories. There are
public-access ports in the library,
residence halls, and other common
areas which provide LabNet
access. ResNet, a subnet of
LabNet, seryes the on-campus
residences, but since fewer than 20
percent of the students live on
campus, most BYU students do not
have access to ResNet. Instead,
they work through the LabNet
access ports scattered around
campus. Mallory and McDonald's
problem is how to control access.
Mallory says, "lt would be great,
when students log onto the
network from a classroom
equipped with LabNet jacks, if we
could allow each individual access
only to specified services based
upon their class of service, just as
we provide classes of service in
telephony. The integration of
telephony functions into the data
communications world might allow
us to do just that.
"Think of the advantages of
allowing engineering students
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Figure 1
access to heavy engineering
databases while blocking the fine
arts students who do not need
access to that data. Or, we could
allow an individual access to a
Class I or Class II server, but not
Class III through VI," he says.
IP Telephony
While that would be a handy
project to implement, it does not
solve BYU's immediate problem of
providing an acceptable level of.
voice telephony service to the
students in the residence hall. "l
expect even more pressure from
the students soon," Mallory says.
But he does have an option which
willbe beta-tested this winter.
Currently, BYU is operating on
a ten-year-old Rolm 9751 CBX
with 9005 software. There are nine
nodes scattered in four switching
locations across the campus. This
was done to accommodate the
4,500-foot limitation on digital
phones with the Rolm system.
"lt appears that IP telephony
may be a workable solution to our
problem," he says. One reason it
could work is BYU had the fore-
sight to install extra fiber to each
building. Since the backbone is
there and the infrastructure is in the
building, IP telephony may just
work.
Mallory was aware of a firm
called Selsius Systems, Inc., of
Dallas, Texas, a subsidiary of PBX-
manufacturer Intecom. BYU is
owned and operated by The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints in Salt Lake City, which
uses an Intecom PBX at its Church
Headquarters Building. The
Selsius-LAN PBX extends the
functions of a PBX over the LAN
using IP technology (see Figure 1).
The LAN PBX consists of the
Selsius-Phone, a fu ll-featured
phone based on the Intecom phone
set that can be plugged directly into
a LAN; Selsius-CallManager, which
performs PBX call control functions
on the data network; and Selsius-
Access, which allows connection of
the LAN PBX to the PSTN and
communications devices.
The idea of this system is not to
use the Internet to bypass toll
charges on long-distance calls.
Rather, this approach would use Ip
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"Now our students
can research
a term paper 
,{
while sitting in #
section G, row
10 at Saturday's
ballgame."
Mark L
Network Administrator
for a private university
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telephony to provide basic tele-
phony services, with the added
flexibility to take advantage of the
additional bandwidth and quality of
service available on data networks.
Mallory has offered his organiza-
tion as a beta test site for Selsius.
The first test will consist of 20 to 50
phones in the telecor .munications
department. Features, functionality,
and quality will be tested there. If
things work as anticipated and
system cost allows, each of the
students in all of the suites could
have phones before the end o{ the
school year.
Because voice and data share a
unified connection to the
students' desks, the cost of
wiring and maintenance should
be reduced. The LAN PBX,
using the Access unit, can
communicate with normal PSTN
lines. Calls can be placed or
received using T1, PRI ISDN, or
traditional analog phones. An
analog version of the phone not
only will connect to local phone
lines, but also will allow devices
such as fax machines, voice mail,
and analog phones to connect as
well. There also is a digital model
of the phone.
While it is not the prime
motivation in BYU's game plan,
the system can add voice traffic to
the data network. IP telephony
compresses audio, so it takes less
bandwidth than traditional
circuit-switched telephony, says
David Tircker, president of Selsius.
While enthusiastic about the
prospects of the company's
product, Mallory is a bit cautious
about the hype surrounding IP
telephony in general.,"l hear a lot
about IP telephony from people
who are excited about replacing
phones with IP But they keep
giving me farfetched tales of how
simple it is. They seem to think it
willbe possible to plug and play
and make evetyone happy,"
Mallory says. Experience dictates
otherwise.
He notes that it is quite easy to
overload an Ethernet backbone by
adding phones to it. "ln some
cases, you will need to have a
separate network to accommodate
the phones," he warns. At BYU
spare fiber already exists, so it
should not be difficult to put in a
parallel network.
"This experiment will let us find
out how much load IP telephony
adds to a network and how many
IP phones we can place on a
shared Ethernet segment," he says.
The Selsius-Phone is plugged
directly into an Ethernet LAN and
functions like a standard PBX
phone. Unlike many other com-
puter.telephony products, it does
not require a desktop computer for
operation. The phone performs its
own audio compression using
G.771, or G.723 and is configured
via access of the user's Web
browser. There are several phone
models with different display,
speaker phone, and button
configurations.
The heart of the LAN PBX
which BYU will test is the
CallManager. It allows client
devices on the network- such as
phones or computers, to perform
functions such as call hold, call
transfer, call forward, call park, and
calling party ID. Even sophisticated
PBX functions like multiple lines
per phone or multiple phones per
line are performed by CallManager.
It operates on an NT server and is
H.323 compliant, so it will work
with other H.323 clients such as
Microsoft's NetMeeting. "With a
local network, the Selsius-Phone
can deliver audio quality and
services equal to the PBX tele-
phone,'' Tucker claims.
"We see IP telephony as a
potential major shift in telephony,"
Mallory says. "lf this works and
the price is reasonable, we may
move it out to other areas. In
fact, we may eventually roll IP
telephony out to all of our
facilities. "
He admits there are a lot of
"if's" in his proposal. However,
he says, "We have to stay on top
of the technology curve and have
to confirm the ability of new
technology to do the job claimed
before others on campus con-
sider using it and possibly corrupt
our telecommunication net-
works. "
There are some other consider-
ations. What, for example, happens
to emergency calls should power
go out in the dorm? Mallory has
thought about that. "People expect
their phones to work under any
conditions ... Ma Bell has spoiled
us in that respect. I could put a
UPS system in the communications
closet where the local server sits, "
he says. That would provide power
should local power go off.
He does have the advantage of
having a RolmPhone on the
campus telephone network in each
suite already. In his first round of
using IP telephony, he expects to
Ferrell Mallory and Kelly McDonald on campus at BYU
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leave the RolmPhone in the
common area to guarantee the
backup he needs.
"l will let the students know we
are piloting this project," he notes.
"ln return for their understanding
and input, they probably willnot
be charged for local service in the
early stages of the IP lelephony
experiment. "
Students on the IP telephony
system will sacrifice some small
conveniences, including a loss of
five-digit on-campus dialing.
Currently, students can dial five
digits to reach any other location
on campus. Two prefixes (371 for
student numbers and 378 for
faculty and staf{) serve the campus
Since the Selsius system is not part
of the PBX, calls from the data
network must be routed to the
Rolm PBX where they then are
treated like any other calls. The
result is that students with IP
phones will have to dial seven
digits for any call outside their
immediate residential area.
"My goal is to make on-campus
telecommunications services as
close to what the students knew at
home before they came here or will
know when they get out into the
business world," Mallory says.
The Future
"What will happen to this
ten-year old Rolm PBX system in
another five or ten years?" Mallory
asks. "l think telephony will move,
as computers have, to distributed
switching or a form of client-server
technology. "
He sees the possibility of having
a small switch in each building on
his campus. The switch would have
high-speed links to other switches
or servers in other buildings. That
would mean that BYU could have
nearly 200 telephony server
locations on campus, as opposed
to four today.
"lP telephony may allow us to
do just that," he concludes. That
will be one giant step in bringing
the data world closer to the quality
of service we've come to expect
from years' experience with
telephony.
Curt Harler is o populor speaker and
moderator t'or many telecommunica-
tions industry seminors and programs.
He is regularlg published in a uaiety of
telecom publications in addition to his
participotion in the ACUTA joumal.
Reach Cuft at charley'@mcimail.com.
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Corneff University
Looking for a definition of "telecommunications pro-
fessional"? Tiy this: Pat Searles.
To ACUTA President Jim Cross, selecting the winner
of the annual Bill D. Morris Award-ACUTA's most
prestigious individual honor-meant finding someone
who represented all that a true professional should be.
As the criteria for the award specify, he needed to find
someone of "dedication, vision, professionalism, and
leadership. " It seemed clear that there could be no bet-
ter choice for this award than Pat Searles.
"With the presentation of this award to Pat Searles,"
Cross says in summary, "we honor a member of many
talents, skills, and expertise; a long-term telecommun!
cation professional; a mentor, coach, and leader in the
association; a champion of change and strategic plan-
ning; a past president; and finally a role model for what
outstanding service and commitment means to the asso-
ciation and profession. "
Searles' professional credentials are indeed impres-
sive. For the past 18 months, she has been the depup
director for academic technology services/information
technologies at Cornell University, responsible for fi-
nance, planning, and administration for the division.
Prior to her current appointment, she was assistant di-
rector of network and telecommunications services/in-
formation technologies at Cornell, responsible for the
packaging, provision, and delivery of voice, data, and
video services to the campus, including all administra-
tive offices and student dormitories. She also plays a
continuing role in the management of voice services for
the university, having served as telecommunications
project manager irom 1982-34 and then director of
telecommunications Services from 1,984-92. Prior to
her arrival at Cornell, Pat spent several years in various
telecommunications positions at Corning, Inc.
Pat earned her BS degree in business administration/
management at Elmira College. In addition to serving as
ACUTA's president, executive vice president, and secre-
tary, Pat has chaired a variet5r of committees and is a
frequent presenter at ACUTA events. She has also
served as a board member of the International Definity
Users' Group and the Central New York Communica-
tions Association, has published several articles in indus-
try trade journals, and has spoken frequently at semi-
nars on telecommunications and related topics.
Serving as ACUTA's president for 1993-94 brought
some significant challenges for Searles. The ACUTA staff
spent the entire year without an executive director,
which necessitated a much more intense, "hands-on"
relationship between the board and the staff, and spe-
cial leadership from Pat as president. At the same time,
the association was conducting a search process and
interviewing candidates to fill the vacant position of ex-
ecutive director-also requiring close supervision from
the president. Further complicating her commitment as
a volunteer, Pat had to provide financial leadership as
the association purchased a building and moved its
headquarters out of leased space. It was a year she
won't soon forget.
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Looking back, she recalls, "Even though I gave a con-
siderable amount of my personal time-and my
employer's time-to ACUTA, upon introspection, I can
easily say that I took away much more than I was able to
give. That's not somethingyourealize when you're in the
throes of chaos, overcommitted with conflicting deadlines
and priorities crashing down on you!
"Although I've always been a committed ACUTA
member and active participant, I have also benefitted
enormously from my involvement in another, less obvious
way. Setting aside for a moment the obvious benefits of
the technical knowledge I've
gleaned, along with the pro-
fessional contacts I've made,
I am a better employee and
a better person due to my
participation in the leader-
ship of ACUTA. I have
learned what it means to run
a $1 million business in my
(copious) 'spare'time; I have
much greater insights into
personal and professional
interactions; I have learned
what it really means to effec-
tively participate in gover-
nance as well as what it takes
to lead effecflvely. My first
experience in real-life strate-
gic planning came from my
involvement in leading
ACUTA's first stategic plan-
ning effort.
"There is no way to as-
sess a value to me or to my
employer for the education
and life experience that I
gained through my involve-
ment in ACUTA. Did I ever
consider these benefits when
I volunteered? Not really;
these realizations take a
while to gel, but they are the
'receive' side of the 'volun-
teer and give' equation."
Pat says receiving the Bill
D. Morris award made her "step back and really assess
both sides of the give and take of volunteerism: In the
end it's not really about giving; it's about investing your
time in personal growth in a way that positively benefits
others. It takes, quite literally, an army of people to make
an organization like ACUTA work, and there are many
deserving volunteers. Anyone who knows me knows that
ACUTA is very important to me. In the fifteen years I've
belonged to ACUTA, I have served in many volunteer
capacities to help give back something in exchange for
what I have received. I have also been fortunate in that I
always felt that people appreciated what I did, and
many, many people have taken the time to thank me in
one way or another. The Bill D. Morris Award was never
what motivated me to do what I did, but winning this
award will always cam/ very special meaning for me and
the recognition it brought is sincerely appreciated."
Being singled out for this award by Jim Cross-
himself a Bill D. Morris Award winner in 1993-made
the recognition especially significant for Searles. "Al-
though I have made many worth-
while business contacts-and, more
importantly, lifetime friendships-
through my affiliation with ACUTA,
there will always be a few folks who
stand apart form the rest. Jim
Cross's heavy emphasis on
academia, as well as technology,
brought many fresh perspectives to
our governance structure at an
important time in ACUTA's history. I
have always respected the new
perspectives Jim brought to the
table, as well as admired his strong
national leadership. To have
received this award from someone I
have always looked up to made it all
the more meaningful to me."
Sometimes volunteers use
recognition such as winning a
group's most prestigious award as
an opportunity to move away from
involvement. Not so with Pat
Searles, who is presently serving as
chair of ACUTA's Vendor Liaison
Committee.
"One of the benefits to my
continued involvement is that it's
much easier when you're on a roll,"
says Pat. "The 'tools' I've acquired
and perspectives I've gained along
the way make it a bit easier and
ACUTA gets to benefit from what
I've leamed. I also get to stay
involved and attack a whole new set
of challenges. It's not always fun, but it's always reward-
ing in the end! This is the age of 'continual learning' and
I've chosen to continue to use ACUTA as one of my
primary classrooms."
Thanks, Pat Searles. The collective hat of the
association is off to you for all you have done in the past
and all we know you will do in the future. ACUTA is
proud to honor you as this year's winner of the Bill D.
Morris Award.
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From the Executive Director
Putting Strategic Planning to Work: Tirrning Vision into Reality
This issue of the Journal focuses on strategic planning as an essential tool for the suc-
cess (and survival) of complex organizations including higher education institutions.
Our President's message explains the strategic planning process that ACUTA has re-
cenfly undergone, and highlights the new mission and goals of ACUTA as an association.
We cannot overemphasize the importance of ACUTA members' involvement in the
strategic planning process for your own institution. As technology becomes more central
to the operations of colleges and universities, your department's expertise and input is
critical to the success of the institution's overall plans for growth and development. And
if by some remote chance technology does not figure prominently in your institution's
strategic plans, you can provide new options for your peers and other campus leaders
to consider.
ln 20+ years in association management, I have seen first-hand the power of a well-
written, consensus-built strategic plan in creating and sustaining a successful organiza-
tion. Too often, however, I have watched organizations go through a strategic planning
process with great potential, only to create a plan that sits on a shelf gathering dust.
How can we avoid this syndrome, whether in an educational institution or an asso-
ciation? By incorporating the goals, objectives, and-most importantly-action items
into an annual "Plan of Work" for the entire staff, and basing evaluations in part on the
accomplishment of action items in the plan.
Many organizations make a successful transition irom plan to action by following
these steps:
1. Involve the staff who will be implementing the plan in the development of action items.
This may not be possible in all cases, but perhaps staff can at least provide input or com-
ment on the action items while they are in draft form. When you and staff members have ar1
opportunity to participate in creating the plan, enthusiasm, energy, and commitment to its
success will grow.
2. Hold a department-wide meeting to explain and fully discuss the plan after it is ap-
proved. Make sure everyone in your department understands the overall plan, and
where the department and they as individuals fit. Candidly discuss the potential implica-
tions for the department in terms of workload, re-structuring, etc. Explain that part of
each employee's evaluation will be based in part on their accomplishment of the action
items assigned to them.
3. Before the beginning of each fiscal year, Iook at the plan in the following ways:
. Identi{y the objectives and action items that are assigned to your department.
Identify or obtain target dates for completion of each item.
. Estimate the resources (human and financial) required to implement the action
item. Depending upon the target date, secure resources in the current budget,
and/or include in the proposed budget for the following year.
. Mutually develop goals for each staff member that incorporate the action items
assigned to them, with target dates. Create teams where appropriate (within the
department and inter-departmental) and assign responsibility for action items.
. Periodically meet with individuals and teams to discuss their progress. Report
progress to your supervisor and other key stakeholders within the university.
. Follow through on the promise to evaluate performance based on completion of
action items, in addition to other factors. Report year-end accomplishments to the
institutional planning team.
We follow these steps on an annual basis at ACUTA, with the added benefit of guid-
ance from the Board of Directors and a great deal of hard work by our volunteer com-
mittees. We've found this process useful in making the Strategic Plan a living document
that establishes our priorities and guides the day-to-day activities of the association.
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With the demand to run more applications faster than ever, more and more PeoPle are turning to us.
Why Anixter? Because no one knows more about the evolution of structured cabling than we do. It starts with
our partnerships with leading manufacturers. Combine that with our distribution, training, technical
support services and $working expertise, and 
you'll find no other partner
cabling infrastructur" ilh you productive today. And well into the future.
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CampusConnections''
Smart Answers To Hard Questions
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Nearly 1,000 colleges, universities, and telecom suppliers are members of ACUTA. (We've listed them
across from page 41!) But there are others who ought to be there-don't you agree?
CIue us in on a colleague who you think would benefit from ACUTA membership and we'll give you:
o f, greater pool of resources
o New tips and solutions for doing more with less
o fi greater variety of newsletter and journal articles
o Timely presentations with fresh perspectives from your peers at seminars and conferences
' ...and more services to help you develop leadership, management, and technical skills
Give us the name of a vendor you're doing business with who may be a potential ACUTA corporate
affiliate and we'll give you:
o The inside scoop on emerging technology, products, services
' More influence on customized products/services for higher education
. More value-added features at our seminars and conferences
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Name
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Fax
School
Address
City, State Zip
Phone
City, State Zip
Phone
E-mail
Referred by (your name) School/Company
Fax to 6061278-3208 . E-mail kbowman@acuta.org
or mail to: ACUTA . Kellie Bowman , 1s2w. Zandale, Ste. 200 . Lexington, Ky 40503-24g6
How are we doing?
With this issue, we've completed our first year of the ACUTA Journal. We'd like to know how well it's serving you. Would
you please take just a minute to complete these questions and fax this page back to us? Thanks!
1. How do you read the Journal?
E Cover-to-cover E Most articles E A few articles E One or two articles at most
2. Circle the articles that you found interesting or useful in the first three issues:
AIM.. .lt's A[[ That Matters
AIM Delivers Voice, Data, Video
Cat 5: How Did We Get Here...
Telemanagement Systems Software
How to Migrate to ClienVServer...
Cabling the Integrated Network
Interview: Robert Collet:
"Telephony on the Internet"
Campus Prolile: BYU
Book Review:
Communications Sysfems & Netr.uorks
President's Message
From the Executive Director
Student Services: Where Are We Going?
UK Positions for the Future
Prepaid Calling Cards: A "Big Deal"...
Bringing Cable to Campus
Using xDSL to Link OfI-Site Faculty ...
Setting the Course for 1997 and Beyond
Interview: Howard Anderson, Bryan VanDussen
"ELECs, CLECs & the Future of Telecom"
Campus Profile: Univ. of Colorado, Boulder
President's Message
From the Executive Director
In Support of Distance Learning
Paperless Classroom at the Univ. of the South
New Jersey's Cybercampus
Test Program Introduces Students to Real World
Distributed Leaming at Kent State
Creating a Natural Learning Environment ...
Thrgeting Technology Where Students Live
Interview: Dr. Leon Zaborowski, Governors State:
"The Virtual University"
Campus Profile: Hartwick College
President's Messagge
From the Executive Director
3. How do you share your copy of the Journal? (Check all that apply.)
fl Route to specific individuals E Anyon" interested can ask to see it E L"u.r" current issue on table or counter
E File back issues for future reference E Discard when new issue arrives
4. What topic(s) would you would like to see covered in a future issue?
5. Can you give us the name and contact information for someone who might be interested in writing an article for us?
6. Is your campus or department involved in a project that would be of interest to our readers? If so, please give us your
name and phone number or e-mail address:
7. Any comments or suggestions for improvements?
Are you sharing your copy of the ACUTA Journal?
We hope you are finding our journal consistently informative, useful, and easy to read.
Are you sharing your copy with others on campus or visitors to your office who would benefit from having their own
subscription? If so, may we suggest that you pass along the subscription form printed below?
Subscriptions are a benefit of membership, and copies are mailed automatically to all representatives designated for
each school or company. So if you receivethe ACUTA newsletter, brochures, and other mailings already, you will also
continue to receive the Journal.
We consider your comments and suggestions an indication of your interest and support. Please let us know how we
can serve you better!
Please enter my subscription to the
ACUTA lOUfna[ of Telecommunications in Higher Education
Subscriptions to the ACUTA Journalare a benefit of membership.
Additional subscriptions may be purchased at a rate of $60 per year
for members; $80 per yeal nonmembers.
Name
Title
School/Company
Address
City, State Zip
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Return this card to ACUTA, 152 W. Zandale Dr., Ste. 200, Lexington, KY 40503-2486.
For more information, contact Kellie Bowman, ACUTA Membership Development Manager: Ph. 606/278-3338 or e-mail kbowman@acuta.org
Payment Options
il Check enclosed
E Pbase bill me (NOTE: ACUTA does not bill
companies for less than $100.)
Charge to t Visa 0 Mastercard
#
Signature
Exp. Date
Please print the name appearing on the card:
Please enter my subscription to the
ACUTA lOUfnA( of Telecommunications in Higher Education
Subscriptions lo the ACUTA Journal are a benefit of membership.
Additional subscriptions may be purchased at a rate of $60 per year
for members; $80 per year, nonmembers.
Name
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School/Company
Address
City, State Zip
Phone
Return this card to ACUTA ,152W. Zandale Dr., Ste. 200, Lexington, KY 40503-2486.
For more information, contact Kellie Bowman, ACUTA Membership Development Manager: Ph. 606/278-3338 or e-mail kbowman@acuta'org
Payment Options
D Check enclosed
il Please bill me (NoTE: ACUTA does not bill
companies for less than $1 00.)
Charge to D Visa D Mastercard
#
Signature
Exp. Date
Please print the name appearing on the cald:
ACUTA
Yeshiva Univ. York Univ '
